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In recent years, there has been a renaissance in the study of che 
solid-liquid interface. Traditionally, the study of this interface has 
taken place within the field of electrochemistry. There has been a 
corresponding tendency to emphasize effects due to the solution side 
of the boundary. Recently, however, it has been recognized that the 
solid plays an equally vital role in determining the character of the 
boundary. This has led to the development of an interdisciplinary 
approach to the study of the solid-liquid interface that includes con­
cepts from both solid state physics and electrochemistry. 
This interdisciplinary approach has been especially important in 
understanding ^  situ photoemission (IPE), in which a photoexcited 
electron in the solid is transmitted through the interfacial region 
into the liquid. In order to understand IPE, effects due to the solid 
as Well as the liquid muct be included in the anely?"'<= r,f  rne entire 
STTU-ssion process. 
The photoelectron detection scheme for IPE, which will be dis­
cussed in a later section, results in the complete loss of all direct 
information concerning the initial angular and energy distributions 
of photoelectrons outside the solid. As a result, it is possible 
to measure only the total photoelectron quantum yield (photoelectrons/ 
photon). Despite this limitation, further study of IPE is justified 
sine2 it represents the only electron spectroscopy available to study 
the solid-liquid interface. 
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The purpose of this research project was to correlate various 
structures in the quantum yield with features in the electronic 
states of the solids (i.e., Cu and Au), thereby specifying the energy 
of certain electrons prior to transmission through the interfacial 
region. Modification of the interface by the introduction of various 
adsorbates was then used to alter the conditions for photoelectron 
transmission. 
In this dissertation, I?E has been discussed from the viewpoint 
of solid state physics. The concepts and definitions from electro­
chemistry that arise within the context of IPE have been summarized 
in the Appendix. It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with 
this material as well as the traditional concepts of solid state 
physics. 
In order to place the work presented here in perspective, a 
brief survey of the historical background of IPE will be presented in 
the next section. Following this survey, a brief outline will be 
presented of the features in the electronic states of Cu and Au that 
will be used in this research project to specify the energy of photo-
electrons prior to transmission through the interface. 
B. Historical Survey of In Situ Photoemission 
The photoelectric effect at a metal-electrolyte interface was 
first observed by Becquerel in 1839. Ke found that the potential 
difference between two metal electrodes submerged in an electrolyte 
solution undergoes chanees ufon illuTrination of one of the 
electrodes (1). Although this phenomenon, generated a great deal of 
interest, little progress was made in understanding the mechanism 
involved until the early 1960s. At that time three distinctly dif­
ferent interpretations of the photoelectric effect emerged. 
The first interpretation was proposed by Berg who investigated 
the effect of light on a dropping-mercury electrode (DME). He proposed 
that the average energy of the electrons in the mercury electrode 
increased upon the absorption of light. This would result in an 
increase in the rate of electrochemical reactions at the electrode 
surface. The net increase in the electrochemical current would then 
appear as a photocurrent (Berg and Schweiss (2); Berg (3)). 
Heyrovsky proposed an entirely different interpretation. He 
suggested that the photoelectric effect was due to photodecomposition 
of a surface charge transfer complex formed between the metal electrode 
and the solvent (4,5). This interpretation predicted both anodic and 
cathodic photocurrents since the electron could be transferred either 
to the electrode or to the desorbed complex. In the case of water, 
this desorbed coumlex would be a simple hydrogen atom. Dainton anû Loga 
proposed a similar interpretation (6) xn which the incident radiation 
created excited water molecules at the surface- These would then dif­
fuse away from the surface and react with solute molecules. 
A third interpretation was proposed by Barker ^  (7). He sug­
gested that upon absorbing the incident radiation, the electron in the 
metal is transferred to a sclvated state in solution by an situ 
photoemission process. In such a process, the electron travels an 
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appreciable distance in the electrolyte prior to becoming solvated. 
This solvated electron, which is surrounded by oriented solvent 
molecules, then is able to undergo further reactions with scavenger 
ions or molecules. 
Barker found experimentally that at low concentrations, the photo-
current was proportional to the square root of the scavenger concen­
tration. He also found that the photocurrent deviates from this 
relationship at higher scavenger concentrations and eventually bec02.es 
saturated. He was able to show that this dependence of photocurrent 
on scavenger concentration is predicted by a simple diffusion model 
in which the solvated electrons are created at some distance away from 
the electrode and subsequently undergo either scavenger reactions in 
solution or recombination at the electrode. He also vas able to 
obtain electron scavenger rate constants from photocurrent measure­
ments that were in fair agreement with values obtained in other 
ways C8). 
Barker's work cast doubt on the interpretation of the photoeffect 
proposed by Berg since the "hot electrode" mechanism would not involve 
any diffusion of an intermediate entity away from tha electrode. It 
also indicated that the interpretation proposed by Heyrovsky was not 
the primary' mechanism since the scavenging rate constants for hydrogen 
atoms in water are two orders of magnitude smaller than those for 
hydrated electrons (8). 
As a result of Barker's pioneering work, it was generally recog­
nized that ^  situ photo emission was indeed the primary' mechanism 
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involved in the photoeffect. This led to increased interest in IPE as 
a probe of the structure of the interface and as a tool in the study 
of the kinetics of various electrode reactions. 
In a series of experiments by Soviet researchers, the relationship 
between the photocurrent and the excess energy of the electron in the 
electrolyte was found to be given by: 
\ho-a " ACa))(^ .u -Uw V/ A. 
where is the electrostatic potential of the metal electrode with 
respect to a reference electrode, Aw is the photon energy, and 
is the workfunction (i.e., minimum photon energy for emission) at 
zero applied potential. Although this "5/2 Lav" was obtained 
primarily on mercury electrodes (9-12), it was also found to hold on 
polycrystalline samples of Bi, Cd, Pb, and In (13). 
They were also able to show that the "5/2 Law" given by Eq. (1.1) 
is predicted by a threshold theory of situ photoemission (14-19) in 
which the energies of the photoelectrons are less than a few electron 
volts (eV) above the threshold for photoemission. This theory, which 
is outlined in a comprehensive review of the Soviet work by Brodsky 
and Pleskov (20), involves photoemission from a Fermi sea in the metal 
into extended states in the solution^ This model np.glects any 
effects arising from structure in the potential barrier due to the 
double layer since the width of any such structure in solutions of 
ionic strength greater than 0.1 Kolar is much narrower than the photo-
electron wavelength near threshold. Effects due to the image potential 
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originating from the interaction of the electron in solution and the 
hole remaining in the metal during the emission process are also 
neglected. The assumption is made that this image potential is 
screened by the electrolyte. As a result of these two assumptions, 
this model deals with an electron that experiences a step-like poten­
tial energy barrier at the interface. 
In solutions of low ionic strength (i.e., less than 10 ^ Molar), 
the interfacial barrier extends out into the bulk solution. This 
effectively changes the threshold for emission of photoelectrons into 
the solution.: This effect has been included in a "modified 5/2 Law" 
threshold theory for IPE (21,22) which has been experimentally 
verified on Hg and Pb electrodes (23). Deviations from this "modified 
5/2 Law" due to the presence of charged adsorbates have also been 
observed (13,24). These deviations have been attributed to modifica­
tions in the interfacial barrier in the dilute portion of the double 
layer due to changes in the effective charge on the electrode surface 
arising from the adsorbate ions. 
It should be pointed cut that this "5/2 Law" model for IPE 
contains some problematic assumptions. First, it is- difficult to 
justify the assumption that the image potential is screened by the 
eiectrcly i-t;. Due to the relatively large masses of ions and dipolps 
in the electrolyte, they will not be able to respond to the presence 
of the photoelectron or. the time scale of the photoemission event 
(i.e., rranck-Condon principle). As a result, it is impossible for 
the electrolyte to screen the image potential by reorientation of ions 
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and solvent molecules. In general, the electronic polarizability of 
ions and solvent molecules is also too small to -screen effectively 
the image potential (25). If screening is effective, it must involve 
some type of many-body response of solvent molecules (26). This 
interpretation is controversial. 
This model also assumes free-electron-like behavior inside the 
solid, thereby neglecting effects due to the electronic structure of 
the solid. Although some attempts have been made to include these 
effects by the introduction of effective electron masses (18), little 
progress has been made. 
IPE has also been used to study optical-electron resonances 
(e.g., bulk and surface plasmons) at photon energies below the thresh­
old for photoemission into a vacuum. This is made possible by the 
lower workfunction for IPE (i.e., approximately 3 eV). The reasons 
behind this lower workfunction will be discussed in more detail in a 
later section. Excitation of bulk and surface plasmons in Ag at 
energies of 3.8 eV and 3.5 eV respectively has been studied exten­
sively by Sass and co-workers using IPE [27-32). They found a sharp 
increase in the quantijcm yield for light polarized perpendicular to 
the surface at these photon energies. Detailed theoretical models of 
IPE due cc cptical-eltictr-^i: resOiiîriCës are quite complex (32) . They 
must include nonlocal effects in calculating the optical fields near 
the surface (33), and the effects of the electronic structure of the 
solid on the decay of plasmons into single particle excitations. 
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The dependence of the quantum yield on the polarization of the 
incident light for IPE from Cu and Au has also been studied extensively 
by Sass and co-workers (34—36). As was the case for Ag, che quanLum yield 
for Cu and Au was found to be significantly larger for light polarized 
perpendicular to the surface than for light polarized parallel to the 
surface. Making use of electron momentum restrictions, they were 
able to explain this polarization dependence in terms of the effects 
due to matrix elements between states in Cu and Au. 
It should be noted that the polarization dependence of the quantum 
yield for IPE from Cu, Ag, and Au is not predicted by the "5/2 Law" 
threshold model for IPE. This emphasizes the need for a comprehensive 
model of IPE that involves the electronic states of the solid in a 
realistic manner. 
C. Energy Resolved Situ Photoemission 
It is difficult to separate out the different factors which 
influence the quantum yield due to the photoelectron energy- and 
emission angle-integrated nature of the measurement. It is possible, 
however, to correlate structure in the quantum yield with some 
features in the electronic structure of the solid. This can then be 
•ised to specify th^ energy ar.d direction of certain excited electrons 
prior to transmission through the interfacial region. Having iden­
tified specific components of the quantum yield, one can then follow 
the effects of interfacial modification (e.g., adsorption) on the con­
ditions for transmission of photoelectrons through the interface. 
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The ultimate goal would be to use this information to draw conclusions 
about the microscopic structure of the interface. The electronic 
structures of Cu and Au are very similar and exhibit several features 
that might give rise to structure in the quantum yield. 
1. Density of states effects 
The most prominent features in the electronic structures of Cu and 
Au correspond to • the presence of the d-bands that lie approximately 
2.3 eV below the Fermi level (E^) in Cu and approximately 2.2 eV below 
the Fermi level in Au. The d-bands are quite localized, resulting in 
a large increase in the density of states as can be seen from 
Fig. 1 (37). 
In a very simple model of IPE, one would expect the quantum yield 
to be strongly modulated by the initial density of states. At photon 
energies corresponding to the onset of photoemission from d-bands, the 
quantum yield should increase sharply. Using this information, it 
and to specify the contour of the interfacial potential energy 
barrier by means of theoretical models. 
As will be discussed in mors detail in a later section, the i-zork-
fur.ction for IPE can be altered by changing the potential of the 
emitter electrode with respect to some reference electrode. 3y modu­
lating the workfunction, it should be possible to identify photo-
electrons due to transitions from d-band initial states to final 
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Figure 1. Calculated copper density of states (N(E)) (37) showing the Fermi level (Ep) and the 
electrolyte level (V ) 
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Because small changes in the interfacial potential barrier would cause 
drastic changes in the transmission characteristics of these low 
energy photoelectrons, they would be expected to be very sensitive 
probes of the solid-liquid interface. 
2. Direct interband transition contributions 
The quantum yield would also be expected to exhibit features 
that correspond to direct interband transitions. The onset of direct 
interband transitions near L occurs at 4.1 eV in Cu and 3.0 eV in Au. 
The region of momentum space that contributes to the quantum yield is 
limited by a restriction on the photoelectron momentum parallel to 
the surface. The reason for this restriction will be discussed in a 
later section. By proper choice of the direction of the surface 
normal (i.e., a (111) surface), it is possible to examine only con­
tributions to the quantum yield from the region of momentum space 
about the line A from F to L. 
T-» A . .  / 1 1 1 \ -^.1. _T -ri.. ^ X Wi. VL \ / 5  ^
transitions are found near the threshold level for I?E. Using the 
workfunction modulation technique just described, it should be pos-
interband transitions to final states near the threshold level for IPE. 
Low energy photoelectrons from these final states would also be 
expected to be sensitive probes of the interfacial region. 
For a Cu (111) surface, the Bloch-like final states for direct 
^ ^ ^ +•-yo rno-î -Î/-\T-» c oT-o 1 r*/-» A H âooîToxiîiiâ. wBXV J. ôV 2.'DOVÔ ÎI*n0 
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threshold level for IPE. Contributions to the quantum yield due to 
direct interband transitions into these final states would not be 
influenced by changes in this threshold level. Therefore, modulation 
of the workfunction by changing the potential between the emitter 
electrode and reference electrode would not be expected to affect the 
direct interband contribution to the quantum yield for a Cu (111) 
surface. 
As pointed out in the previous section, the quantum yield from a 
Cu (111) surface does exhibit a strong dependence on the orientation 
of the polarization vector with respect to the surface normal. 
Laucht ^  £l• (35) found that the quantum yield was several times 
larger for light polarized normal to the surface (i.e., parallel to 
the (111) direction) than it was for light polarized parallel to the 
surface (i.e., perpendicular to the (111) direction). They interpreted 
this in terms of the direct interband transition matrix elements 
which exhibit strong polarization dependence. 
3. Evanescent final state effects 
It should be possible to extend these ideas to a photon energy 
range below the onset of direct interband transitions near L in Cu. 
Instead of transitions to Bloch-like final states, this would involve 
transitions to evanescent final states. Because these evanescent 
states are located in the band-gap and have complex wavevector in the 
solid, they can serve as valid final states for IPE only near the 
surface of the solid. A more complete discussion of the properties 
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of evanescent states will be given in a later section. Since evanescent 
states do not extend appreciably into the bulk of the solid, contribu­
tions i:o IPE arising from transitions to these states should be very 
sensitive to the structure of the interfacial region. 
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II, THEORY 
A. Multiple Step Model of In Situ Photoemission 
To understand the specification of photoelectron energy in relation 
to the use of IPE as a probe of the solid-liquid interface, it is 
necessary to examine the theoretical basis for the entire IPE emission 
process. Due to the complexity of the problem and its interdisciplinary 
nature, there has been no single theoretical model of IPE that includes 
all of the aspects of this emission process. There has been a tendency 
to separate IPE into several steps and to develop theoretical models 
for each of these steps. This multiple step approach will be used in 
this chapter to describe IPE. The steps involved in IPE are shown 
schematically in Fig. 2. 
The first step in IPE involves the absorption of a photon in the 
solid resulting in the creation of an excited electron. To success­
fully model this step requires detailed knowledge of the electronic 
V *- T-» o fT oc* T "T «3 c +• In o «3  ^V* n v a f cm av 
between these states. The next stage of IPE involves the transport of 
the excited electron to the surface of the solid. A theoretical model 
elastic and inelastic scattering events. Transmission of the excited 
electron through the interfacial region is the next step in the emission 
process. Among the primary theoretical considerations in this trans­
mission process, one must include the conservation of both energy and 
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Figure 2. Multiple step model of in situ photoemission (ii'li) showing the 
relatxve energy levels ox the various states in the emission 
and capture process, ^rocess snown for K^O"^ scavengers 
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states at the interface should not be neglected. Using the concepts 
of photoemission from a solid into a vacuum, the theoretical models 
for these first three steps will be discussed in the next section. 
Following transmission through the interfacial region, the photo-
electron rapidly loses energy to the solution (i.e., thermalizes). 
The theoretical model for this step must include the various electron 
energy loss mechanisms as well as the resulting randomization in the 
direction of motion of the photoelectron. After the photoelectron has 
lost all its excess kinetic energy, the solvent rearranges itself about 
the thermalized electron in some preferential manner (i.e., the elec­
tron becomes solvated). The theoretical model for electron solvation 
involves effects due to electron-solvent interactions. The final step 
in IPS•involves the diffusion of solvated electrons and their sub­
sequent chemical reactions with the solid or with species in solution. 
The theoretical model for this step must include the effects of both 
diffusion and kinetics for the various reactions. An outline of the 
theoretical models for these last three steps in I?E will be presented 
in the final section in this chapter. 
It should be remembered throughout this discussion rhat the 
divisions between these steps are somewhat arbitrary and that it may 
not always be possible to separate them. If the mean free path of a 
photoelectron is very short in the solid and in the solution, it may 
be necessary to treat the photoexcitation, transport, transmission, 
and thermalizaticn steps ail as a single seep. The development cf 
such a one-step model of situ photoemission is oeyond che scope of 
this dissertation. 
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B. Photo emission. Theory 
The first three steps in the emission process for IPE (i.e., photo-
excitation, transport, and transmission) are also present in photo-
emission from a solid into a vacuum (38-40). It is possible to combine 
these steps and consider photoemission from a solid into a vacuum 
within the framework, of a one-step model (41-47). In this section, 
concepts from the theory of photoemission from a solid into a vacuum 
r.rn T 1 Tno o vprr»-î -r-i a o -ît-t T T-î o 
transport, and transmission). This will include a discussion of the 
effects on the transmission conditions through the interface due to 
periodicity parallel to the surface. Following this discussion, the 
electronic states in the solid that can contribute to the photocurrent 
as well as the matrix elements between these states will be examined 
within the framework of a one-step model of photoemission from a solid 
into a vacuum. Finally, the polarization dependence of the photocurrent 
and effects due to the photoelectron emission angle will be discussed 
using a three-step model of photoemission into a vacuum. 
1. Conservation of momentum parallel to the surface 
For a monocrystalline solid with a perfectly smooth surface in 
contact with a vacuum, the periodicity of the system is broken only in 
the direction normal to the surface. The periodicity parallel to the 
surface remains che same boch inside (z < 0) and ourside (z > 0) the 
solid. In t-he vacuum, this can be • visualii^ed • as a lattice - of empty 
potential wells of zero depth with a lattice spacing equal to that in 
Cue da x2> îmiuWU xii ^. 
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re 3. Illustration of periodicity parallel to a surface using hypo 
thetical potential wells of zero depth in the vacuum. The 
p and k// are directed parallel to the surface, while z and 
are directed co the surface 
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The discontinuity at the surface in the normal direction removes 
the conservation condition for momentum normal to the surface No 
such discontinuity occurs in the parallel direction, however, and 
momentum parallel to the surface (Akyy) must be conserved as an electron 
crosses the interface. 
Fowler (48) first proposed the semi-classical escape cone model 
as shown in Fig. 4 to explain the effects of kyy conservation on the 
transmission of photoelectrons through the solid-vacuum interface. 
Conservation of kyy places an upper limit on the parallel momentum of 
electrons in the solid that can be transmitted through the surface 
region. This maximum value for the parallel momentum is given by 
r Ott, -11/2 
'"//max ' L7 ''in ' 
where E]'_ is the final state energy of the electron in the solid, * is 
the work function, and m is the electron mass. Excited electrons in 
T.T-Î V> TTTI "i—> o c  ^ r»  ^  ^ O ^  
cannot satisfy the escape requirement and are reflected back into the 
solid at the surface. Conservation of k,, across the interface can be 
/ / 




'  (2-2) 
It is not clear a priori that the same ky y conservation condition 
H f.~.- = system involving a solid-liquid interface. aitw x v-/ i .  <a 
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escape-cone model for k// conservation at a so'-"d-
vacuxm interface. Free electron behavior is assir-ed both 
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simple picture of empty potential wells outside the solid is no longer 
applicable. There is a great deal of experimental evidence, however, 
that k . . is conserved as -ohotoelectrons cross a solid-liauid interface 
// 
(30-32) in situations where the solvent molecules are only weakly 
adsorbed on the surface (e.g., water molecules on Cu, Ag, and Au (49). 
Laucht ^  al. (35) proposed that momentum scattering due to weakly 
adsorbed molecules acts only to change the direction of motion of the 
photoelectron outside the solid and does not alter the kyy conservation 
condition. 
2. One step model of photoemission 
In order to understand how the conditions for escape imposed by 
kyy conservation affect photoemission, it is necessary to characterize 
the electronic states within the solid that contribute to the total 
phctocurrent. This can best be accomplished by considering photoemis­
sion within a one-step model. 
in rn.e independent parricle approximation; che phoLocui.i.cnL 
® \ /  1  \  r  .3. u. ,2 i-> , 
The integral over initial state wavevectors (&_.) corresponds zo a sum 
over all initial states that satisfy conservation of energy (i.e.. 
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sf - = fiw). The integral over the half-space solid angle (H) 
m in 
outside the solid is necessary due to the angle-integrated nature of a 
quantum yield measurement. ig the final state energy inside the 
solid, is the initial state energy inside the solid, and E^ is the 
Fermi energy. 0(E_ - E^ ) is a unit step function which assures that 
r in 
the initial state is occupied. Conservation of momentum parallel to 
the surface has also been included explicitly by the second unit step 
f 2 2. 
function (e(E^^ - 0 - &kyy/2m)). In the dipole approximation, the 
matrix element between the initial and final states of the system is 
given, by 
= <^^|A • P + p • A|Y_> . (2.4) 
Here Y. is the total initial state wavefunction and is the total 
X f 
final state wavefunct ion. 
The integral over the half-space solid angle (fi) can be trans­
formed into an integral over y outside the solid as shown by 
.(2). 
/ /  
i f I 
•' mil" 
( 2 . 5 )  
J IV ! . Ik I 
' out ' z 
out 
Outside the solid, k is the total electron wavevector and k is 
to transitions that conserve k^ , within the solid (e.g., Sloch to 
Sloch, Sloch to evanescent, and surface state to Sloch state transi­
tions), it is possible to use Eq. (2.5) along with conservation of 
momentum parallel to the surface to rewrite the photocurrent as an 
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integral over initial states (i.e., k^) as shown by 
m ^ 2it^ / J ^ Ik [ ^ ±n \ xn 2m ^ 
^out 
( 2 . 6 )  
Upon dividing by the photon flux, the resulting quantum yield is given 
by 
2 2 2 
r o |Nf.| . / ^ a k,. \ 
Y = f(B,w) d k. e(2_ - )6 1 E. - 0 — I (2.7) 
J  1  ik_  I ^  xn  V i n  2m ^  
^out 
2 3 2 
where f(S,w) = (Aire tt )/(Ag /ë^ cos(S) • mc • (*w)). Here B is the angle 
of incidence and is the magnitude of the vector potential of the 
incident light. is the dielectric constant outside the solid. 
In order to calculate the transition matrix elements (M^^) given 
by Eq. (2.4), it is necessary to find the initial and final state 
vaveîuncticns tnar satisfy the Schroedinger equation for une unpercurbed 
system. It is important to remember that this unperturbed system 
includes the Surface as well as the periodic potential within the 
solid. As a result, the wavefunctions are not the standard three-
dimensional Bloch functions characteristic of an infinite periodic 
solid. Due to the two-dimensional periodicity parallel to the surface 
shown in Fig. 3, the initial and final state wavefunctions can be 
written in the form of two-dimensional Bloch functions inside the 
soxj.<i \z ^ V/ 3.5 sûOWTt oy 
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Y. = exp(ik, , • p)u. (k , (k ,z) 
= exp(ik//' p)uf(k//,p)^^(k^,z) 
where u(kyy,p) = u(kyy;P+o). The z-direccion is normal to the surface 
and p is parallel to the surface. Also, o is any lattice translation 
vector parallel to the surface. The inajor problem is to determine the 
z-dependent portions of the initial and final (ip^) state wave-
functions. 
Since the initial state lies below the vacuum level, there is no 
propagating wavefunction outside the surface associated with the initial 
state. A Bloch-like initial state wavefunction is composed of: (1) a 
Bloch wave moving toward the surface from the bulk, (2) Bloch waves 
reflected from the surface moving toward the bulk, and (3) transmitted 
waves that decay exponentially into the vacuum. In addition to the 
kyy conservation condition, the matching conditions at the surface 
 ^r> o t.-r-^  t ro 4^  *  ^n «3—s rî f "1 tto ma c" oti t 1 "nitotlq 
across the interface. The total Bloch-like initial state wavefunction 
is given by 




1 z ^ 0 
^ -r ^ exp(-ik^ • z)v(- k^,z)] (inside) (2.9) 
I 
^ ax?(ikyy • p)l : T^ ex?(-5^- z) ] (outside) 
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in the z-direction. The sum over n represents Bloch waves reflected 
from the surface back into the bulk, and the sum over m represents the 
corresponding transmitted waves that decay exponentially into the 
vacuum. The transmission coefficients (T ) and the reflection coef-
m 
ficients (R^) are determined by the shape of the potential barrier at 
the interface. 
In general the potential barrier at the interface will be extended 
in real space. There will be different solutions for the initial and 
final state wavefunctions in the region of the barrier, and it would be 
necessary to match reflection and transmission coefficients at both 
sides of the potential barrier. The wavefunctions in the interfacial 
barrier region will also contribute to the total dipole transition 
matrix element. However, the existence of such an intermediate region 
will not alter the general form of the wavefunctions given in Eq. (2.9). 
In addition to Bloch-like states, there are surface states which 
satisfy the Schroedineer equation for a periodic potential with a 
surface (50). Due to the two-dimensional periodicity of the system, 
these surface states have the same general form given by Eq. (2.5). 
Unlike Bloch-like initial states, however, they do not extend into the 
bulk any appreciable distance. As a result, they are very localized 
in the surface region and decay exponentially into the vacuum, if they 
lie belovj the Fermi level, these surface states can provide additional 
initial states for photoemission. 
The description of the final state wavefunction is somewhat more 
complext It is necessary to include effects due to inelastic scattering 
26 
of the electron in the final state. This can be accomplished by using 
a complex one-electron potential with a self-energy term (47). Alter­
natively. inelastic scattering effects can be included by introducing 
"* ir03.x 
a complex wavevector (k = k + IK) normal to the surface into the 
z z 
final state wavefunction (45). This approach will be used in this 
section. The imaginary part of this wavevector ( k) can be related 
tc the inelastic electron scattering length (X^^) as shown by 
À = (< cos a) ^  . (2.10) 
ee 
ee 
travels prior to undergoing an inelastic scattering event, and a is the 
angle between the direction of propagation of this electron in the 
solid and the surface normal. 
In addition to inelastic scattering inside the solid, the final 
state wavefunction must include free electron behavior outside the 
solid. It has been suggested by several authors that this is identical 
to the problem faced in the theory for Low Energy Electron Diffraction 
(LEED) (42,43,46,51). 
In a LEED experiment, a beam of electrons (i.e., plane wave) is 
incident upon a surface from the vacuum. The incident plane wave is 
o ^ a. L. 0.1.1 u.»-/ u ^  ** c- v v:-o • * s— ». w-. ^ s_ 
tion (?„) and transmission (S.) coefficients are determined by matching 
conditions between the plane waves outside the solid and the wave-
functions inside the solid. These matching conditions require the 
wavefunction and its snatial derivative to be continuous and k, , to be 
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conserved across the interface. As was the case for the initial state 
wavefunctions, the transmitted waves in the solid will be of the form 
of two-dimensional Bloch functions. The z-dependent portion of the 
wavefunctions will be Bloch functions propagating into the solid with 
The photoemission process can be considered as a time-reversed LEED 
process. The transmitted wavefunctions of LEED correspond to wave-
functions in the solid that satisfy the proper matching conditions at 
the surface such that they ultimately couple to plane waves outside the 
accomplished by taking the complex conjugate of the LEED wavefunctions, 
the reflected and transmitted LEED wavefunctions come together at the 
surface to form a single incident LEED wave. It is this single incident 
LEED plane wave which is detected in photoemission as an outgoing 
plane wave. 
the Bloch-like final state wavefunctions both inside (z < 0} and outside 
(z > 0) the solid as 
complex k 
z 
it is now possible to write down 
\ / / 
J z < 0 
(inside) 
-Bloch 
z > 0 
c 
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where w(k^^^^,z) = w(k^^^^,z+iaj). The sum over j represents the Bloch 
waves that are transmitted into the solid, and the sum over H represents 
the corresponding plane waves that are reflected back into the vacuum 
in a LEED experiment. 
When solving the Schroedinger equation for electrons "_n a solid 
in the independent particle approximation, both real and complex solu­
tions are obtained. The real solutions yield eigenvalues (E(k)) that 
are generally displayed as the bandstructure for the solid. The complex 
solutions give rise to complex wavevector (k) (52,53) even in the 
absence of inelastic effects due to many-body interactions. In the 
absence of such inelastic scattering, the wavevector is complex only 
in the bandgap at the zone boundary (54) as shown in Fig. 5. 
These complex solutions are normally neglected since they decay 
exponentially in real space due to the complex wavevector. Near a 
surface, these solutions become important and have very real meaning in 
LEED, If the energy of the electron incident on the solid iri a LEED 
experiment happens to lie in a bandgap, no propagating (i.e., Bloch-
the bandgap. Therefore, the plane waves outside the solid must couple 
to wavefunctions inside the solid that have complex wavevector. These 
+-vio c ^  t t'v» ot t c* va y» /-\i 1^/4 o 1 
outside the solid. In LEED, the condition that the energy of the 
incident electron lies in the bandgap corresponds to a Bragg peak (54, 
55) in the reflected intensity. In the time-reversed incoming wave 
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/ i ,  imag inary  
r\ 
Figure 5. Complex band structure 4- ] in a cne-
dimeTîsional nearly-free-electron -nodel with no inelastic 
camping effects. I^oce thai; cl'ie iu-aginary part of tl'ie wave-
vector is nonzero only at the zone boundary 
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niodel of photoemission, these evanescent states are valid final states 
for photoemission since they couple electron wavefunctions inside the 
solid to plane waves in the vacuum. 
It is instructive to consider the form of the evanescent state 
wavefunctions in a nearly free electron model. If the bandgap is near 
a single zone boundary, the evanescent wavefunction retains two-
dimensional Bloch character in directions perpendicular to the 
reciprocal lattice vector (G) that defines the zone boundary. If the 
reciprocal lattice vector is normal to the surface, directions perpen-
- H z -v /Z t-Tn a  T -ry -? o  Tnr\ oT o c i - t t o - » - »  o c  or^ + -
wavefunction inside (z < 0) and outside (z > 0) the solid is given by 
(46 ,53 ) .  
Ç expCi^yy . p)u^(kyy,p) expC-Q(o) • z)cosC z 4- ç(a))] 
- < UnsiL) «.12) 
evan j 
I 
'\_ ex?(ik , • • F) lexpCik • z) -r ? exp(-ik • z) j 
// ^out gvan 
z > G 
wr.ere 
q(.)  , lsMsXl^'r '  ,  \^]fi  -  Co)) 'Yr 
Z } ' [ ^ i ' Lr - ! ! i * / \ \ zm > 
n l / 2  \ I 
r 9^ 
r .2_2 i 




_1 ç(a) = tan QW ' |/(G(Q(o)) + a) 
Here U is the coefficient in t^e Fourier series expansion of the 
G 
"•v 
crystal potential that corresponds to the reciprocal lattice vector (G). 
II. the NFE model, the width of the bandgap is 2 | U G | .  G  is the energy 
of the evanescent state measured with respect to the middle of the 
bandgap. The evanescent state wavefunction contains a damping parameter 
(Q(c)) and a phase factor (ç(a)), both of which depend on the location 
of the evanescent state in the bandgap. It has been assumed in Eq. 
(2.12) that there is only one evanescent state in the solid with the 
proper energy for a given kyy to couple to plane waves outside with a 
transmission coefficient (S ). For this reason, there is only one 
evan 
reflected plane wave outside the solid with a reflection coefficient 
C? ). It is important to note that the evanescent wavefunction 
evan 
exists only at the zone boundary since the real part of the wavevector 
inside the solic is eqn^l to lGî/2 as can be seen in Eq. (2.12). 
It can be seen from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) that the functional 
dependence of the Sloch-like wavefunctions and the evanescent wave-
functions are very similar. In directions parallel to the surface, and 
therefore perpendicular to G, the functional dependence of both "Bloch" 
and evanescent wavefunctions will be identical. This can be seen 
 ^  ^^  ^-I  ^  ^^   ^ +" "x o t.r otto 17 ofi hiv 
exp(ik// • p)u(k//,p) (2.13) 
II / / 
is independent of whether or not the z-ccmponent of the wavevector is 
real or complex. 
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Using an incoming wave model, it is possible to conceptualize the 
total final state wavefunctions to be used in a one-step model of photo-
emission. The possible initial and final state wavefunctions used in a 
one-step model of photoemission are shown in Fig. 6 (41). 
By making use of these wavefunctions, it is now possible to evalu­
ate the total matrix element for photoemission in a one-step model. 
Without writing the matrix elements out explicitly, one can make some 
general predictions using the properties of the wavefunctions. Since 
both Bloch-like and evanescent wavefunctions have the same functional 
dependence on kyy, the matrix elements for transitions to evanescent 
^ ^ /-,evanescent> .,. . , 
rxnax states ) will have the same rimctionax aepenaence on 
kyy as the matrix elements for transitions to 31och-like final states 
C^-och^^ Similarly, the matrix elements for transitions from initia 
surface states OC,- ) will have the same functional dependence on 
kyy as matrix, elements for transitions from Bloch-like initial states. 
It is also possible to identify surface and bulk contributions to 
the transition matrix elements by examining the properties of both the 
operators and the wavefunctions. Remembering that the momentum 
operator Cp = -i%7) does not commute with A in general, the transition 
matrix element in Eq. (2.4) can be expanded into a different form given 
uy 
= Z • <V , i A • T) 1 « .> f ; p • A  ;  T  
where p operates onj.y on ta 
Except for local and nonlocal field effects, the vector potential 
inside the solid is slowly varying on the scale of interatomic spacing 
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Figure 5. Initial ar.d final state '•.•;avefur.ctions involved in a one-step 
model of photoemission. corresponas co zhe electroiyce 
emission into a vacuum 
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and the second term in Eq. (2.14) can be neglected. In the surface 
region, however, the vector potential (A) varies dramatically due to 
the S'jdden change in the dielectric properties of the medium at the 
surface. In this case, the second term in Eq. (2.14) is no longer 
negligible and gives rise to what is known as the "surface-field" con­
tribution to photoemission. Because this change occurs within a dis­
tance of a few atomic layers, it is not possible to use macroscopic 
dielectric properties to describe this effect. It is necessary to use 
microscopic calculations that include nonlocal corrections to the 
dielectric function near the surface (55-53). 
It is common practice to split the first term in Eq. (2.14) into 
bulk and surface contributions by making the transformation 
<Y ' p|y.> = - - <? JA ' TV (2.15) 
I '  ' x  w  r '  e f f ' i  
where = V, t V _ . V , _ represents the effective potential 
eff Dulk suriace err 
nnp. rn a hvootnp.ti cal infinite solid characterized bv a potential V, 
- DUJ.K. 
with a "surface" characterized by a potential V „ located some-
surrace 
where inside it. There are some problems involved in making this 
transformation. First, it has been pointed out that such a transforma-
tion assumes that A and p commute, which is just the opposite of the 
result stated previously (41). The second dllliculty was pointed cut 
by Feibelmzn (60). He argued that if damping is introduced into the 
final state :;7a^7efunction via complex v-ave^/ector> the initial and final 
state wavefunctions are not eigenfunctions of the same Hamiltonian. 
This makes it i^^ossible to evaluate the commutation relation between 
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the Hamiltonian and the momentum operator which is required to make the 
transformation (61). 
In view of these facts, it seems clear that such a transformation 
is not justified. This does not imply that the first term in Eq. (2.14) 
does not have bulk and surface contributions due to the A* p operators. 
The separation of these bulk and surface contributions must be carried 
out in a different manner. 
One can, however, differentiate between the surface and bulk con­
tributions to the first term in the matrix element given by Eq. (2.14) 
o  I  
involving surface states as initial states contribute only in the surface 
region. This is due to the fact that the initial state wavefunction is 
non-negligible only near the surface when integrating over real space 
to evaluate the matrix element. For the same reason, matrix elements 
involving evanescent final states contribute only in the region near 
the surface. Matrix elements for transitions between 31cch-like 
initial and final states will have bulk contributions in the limit of 
long inelastic electron scattering lengtris (À^^). There will be 
effects due to the surface, however, since these Bloch-like wavefunc-
tions are terminated by the surface and must match to wavefunctions 
_1_ # C • y C. W ilC&i ^  «L Ct W A. ^ W V O y w w ^i- «w ^ SiA • * w- w/ ^ --- w 
bulk contributions to the total matrix element given by Eq. (2.14) are 
summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. ]3ulk and isurface contributions for photoelectron excitation mechanisms 
V/avef unctions 
PI 10 to electron Jixcltatlon ^ ^ Excitation 
Mechanism 1 f O])eral;ors 
o 1 , - Bull'v/Surface Bulk/Surface 
<11 ace e ( c. .lect (BJoch/fiurface State) (Bloch/Evanescent State) 
DICKCL Interband transitions (wioch^^^ate) (Bloch^S^ate) (% ' 
, . Bulk Bulk Bulk (X • p, impu-
D.i.ude transitions (Bloch State) (Bloch State) rity and phcmon 
scattering) 
Band-gap photormission (Woch^l^rflIl^State) (Evanes^^lt^State) Uulk/Surfacc - p) 
Surface state ])hotoemission Surface (Surj ace State) 
Bulk/Surface 
(Bloch/Evanescent State) Bulk/Surfact; (A • p) 
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3. Three step model of photoemission 
Due to the complexity of the wavefunctions in the one-step model 
"P /-» 4- -»c -C-F-T +- c* voth-» a o r? <4 or> r* o f o 
photocurrent on the orientation of the polarization vector with respect 
to the electron momentum. It is also difficult to deduce any informa­
tion about the emission angles for photoelectrons in the one-step model. 
In this section, the dependence of the photocurrent on polarization and 
emission angle will be analyzed in terms of the excitation step of the 
three-step model of photoemission into a vacuum mentioned earlier. 
The use of the chree-scep model in tiiis analysis can be justified. 
It is known experimentally that the mean free path of excited electrons 
in solids is a very strong function of the energy of the electrons (41,46). 
For low energies (i.e., less than 7 eV), the mean free path is greater 
than 25 S. Since the photon energies used in the experiments presented 
here were less than 6.5 eV due to the optical absorption of water, it is 
legitimate to use the veak damping limit in describing the final state 
wavefunctions that do not lie in the bandgap (i.e., states other than 
evanescent states and surface states). It has been shown 138,43,46) 
that the one-step model reduces to a three-step model in the limit of 
weak damping. 
The excitation step can be described using the concepts ot optxcai 
 ^ »*«  ^  ^» v •<» •! rv 4- ^  o o ^ o /*\ 1" t n ^ t* ^  ^ ^ CkL/ O V/ X. ^ Cp -1. L t O ^ i. i. Ww ^ • • • • A. A. ^ ^ W *. ^ ^ A W •—* ^ ^ . — — — —/ •N-' —• V — —. —^ — -- —' — — 
^ ^ - r  ^  " Î ^  4 - • * . - ?  T s - .  ^ - Î / « > • * - >  c  • ^ ' U o  / - > • * - o / - > i  1  t *  H i - ?  o  t "  n  " •  • n ' T j ^ T n p ' n n  
transitions , v:hich conser^/e momentum by means of some reciprocal lattice 
-• *- a <r A 4- -n ^ c 4 +- -T /-> v\ c» -#» a A o-r* ^  o-r» +• r\Ti r\Ti ^ Ti c ^71 faT"*?!/ 
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of the incident light. There are also contributions to the photocurrent 
due to transitions in which there is a change in momentum different 
from a reciprocal lattice vector (e.g., Drude absorption). Contribu­
tions due to these transitions should form a structureless background 
to the total photocurrent. In addition, there will be contributions 
to this background due to inelastically scattered photoelectrons. 
When examining the polarization dependence of the direct interband 
transition matrix elements, it is customary to consider the plane wave 
expansion of the initial and final state Bloch wavefunctions as shown 
"j 
1 U-^, exoCiCk^^') • r) 
exp(ik.r) + I — 
^ G' G(k) - sCBC') 
1 ^ exp(i(kfG4C") ' r) 
expCiCk+C) • r) + y 
(2.16) 




Here is the expansion coefficient corresponding to the reciprocal 
lattice vector (G) in the Fourier series expansion of the crystal 
l_/ \_/ k_ CtA ^ J—t w » ^ ... •il • 
out that such a plane wave expansion is aost useful for states 
exhibit free-electron character. Using these wavef unctions, 
matrix element for direct interband transitions is given to first order 
in U_ bv 
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r 3 
M__. = <Y^.| A " p I J d r ^  exp (-iG • r) (A • k) 
A-(ic+G')U^, exD(i(G+G') • r) 
^ ^  G' e(k) - £(k-rG') 
(A • k)Upt,! exp(-i(G+G") • r) \ 
+ Ï T: • (2.17) 
G" E(k-fG) - c(k4-&-G") / 
Note that the "surface-field" term (p • A) in the total dipole matrix 
element has been neglected since only bulk excitations are being dis­
cussed here. Making use of the orthogonality of plane waves, the square 
of the dipole matrix element is given by 
_ / (A . S)U \ ^ 
lH , , r  =  (  r— f .  ( 2 .18 )  
-«.J- uU> y 
The size of the matrix element is determined by the orientation of the 
polarization vector (e = A/iAj) of the incident light with respect to 
the reciprocal lattice vector CG) that supplies momentum for the transi­
tion. The matrix element is a maximum for light polarized parallel to 
Û. It can be seen from Eq. (1.3) that the photocurrent depends on the 
square of the matrix element. This implies that the contribution to 
the photocurrent due to direct interband transitions will have a 
similar nr tha orientation of the polarization vector with 
respect to the reciprocal lartice vector (G) supporting the. transition. 
The fact that the lattice supplies momentum to the electrons in 
discrete quantities via the reciprocal lattice vector affects the 
angular distribution of the photoelectrons as shown in Fig. 7. The 
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R E C I P R O C A L  L A T T I C E  
V E C T O R  
E M I S S I O N  
cone 
- " ~,n -
Figure 7. Angular distribution of excited photoelectrons about the 
reciprocal lattice vector (G) supporting the rransiton. 
Initial and final state constant energy surfaces 
(free-eleccron-like) are sr.own in a repeated zone schenie for 
a simple cubic lattice. Rotating the point of intersection 
of the tta'C" constant energy surfaces about G results in ar-
emission "cone" centered on G 
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intersection of the two constant energy surfaces determines the direc­
tion in which the excited electrons move in the solid. This emission 
cone is centered on the reciprocal lattice vector supporting the trafs"" 
tion. The circular constant energy surfaces in Fig. 7 are character­
istic of initial and final states that are essentially free-electron­
like. For solids that exhibit more complex band structure, these 
emission cones become distorted. 
Although the quantum yield is an angle-integrated measurement, 
this angular distribution still must be considered due to escape restri 
t-J-V/i-iO Uj fvy y ^ VJtiO C i. V Cl. fc,VLi. • x'V> J. JL O L. O. U C CLIC i. O Cti' 
solid that are near the threshold for emission, the maximum kyy for 
escape given by Eq. (2.1) prevents photoelectrons directed far away 
from the surface normal from escaping through the surface. This 
eliminates contributions to the photocurrent due to direct interband 
transitions arising from reciprocal lattice vectors that are not near 
the surface normal. 
This is especially important in determining the polarization 
dependence of the photocurrent due to direct interband transitions. 
For a given direct interband transition, there are several equivalent 
reciprocal lattice vectors that can supply momentum for the transition 
due to the symmetry of the crystalline solid. These reciprocal lattic 
<4 n -F-Po"*" T.?-* ••r* a T\ ^ ^ ^ a •*-« r\ >•?<•» o 1 
3T*r t-n£i"T"orr»*r"o T.T-f f- ri f- n f-no —\r» 1 a t-t  -7 ar\T-» T7or'"f-r>'r t-no 4 n r» ? rî o-.-. ^ 
light. Only direct interband transitions associated with the particul 
reciprocal lattice vector directed near the surface noma.1 car. 
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contribute to the photocurrent. This makes the orientation of the 
polarization vector with respect to this particular reciprocal lattice 
1  T O r " ^ r \  o  o - v  •>  ^a*- o,-»-»»-C ^^ ^ •-"U Q C* O ^"U ^ 
element given by Eq. (2.18). 
C. Photoemission Chemistry 
The fact that the photoelectron is emitted into a condensed medium 
(i.e.. solution) in I?E has been largely ignored up to this point. 
This has been necessary in order to make use of the theoretical frame­
work for photoemission from a solid into a vacuum. In the remainder 
of this chapter, however, effects due to the emission of the photo-
electron into a solution will be discussed. 
Following a discussion of the effects of the solvent on the work 
function for I?E, the energy loss mechanism for photoelectrons that are 
transmitted through the interfacial barrier with excess kinetic energy 
will be examined. This will be followed by an outline of the theoret­
ical model calculations for solvation of electrons in polar liquids. 
Finally, 'cLic eiiects ol diixuslon and subsequent chemical reaction of 
solvazed electrons will be discussed. 
1. Work function for in situ photoemission 
The electrolyte level (V^) corresponds to the lowest nonbonding 
v n v v ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  f ^ o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
 ^ v  ^ v/ «— y  ^j * _i_ v, u. ^  w v -j-, t 
r>v»oT>^o>" ^ «n TT ^ ^ ^ -rT/-> +-w <— «-»  ^^ w » ck *.  ^^  ^t*. k_ t ) w 11 ^  _i. v- c. o v— 
with energy less than V are localized and associated with a small 
o 
cy^r\ii7"\ r\ f mz-s 1 ar» 1 « 1 a ^  T-*-* o r\-r> /-» or*> +- v ^ a /4 TT -y» 
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at its bulk value right up to the potential barrier due to the compact 
part of the double layer. This means that once photoelectrons are 
transmitted through this potential barrier at the interface^ they are 
immediately in a constant potential energy region given by V^. This 
implies that the electrolyte level is the threshold level for photo-
emission from a solid into extended states in the solution (I?E). At 
the photon energy threshold for emission, photoelectrons are emitted 
into this electrolyte level. 
V differs from the vacuum level due to interactions of the caasi-
o 
free electron w i t h  solvent molecules. Tliis involves both attractive 
Coulomb interactions and interactions due to repulsive scattering (64, 
65). A value of +0.19 eV with respect to the vacuum level has been 
obtained for using a hard sphere scattering model (63). This value 
is subject to rather large uncertainties (±1.0 eV), however, because 
all electron-dipole interactions have been neglected in this model. 
Tlsinc V n o ' ^ l e n c r p  n f  r h e  n n s i r i o n  or the r e f e r e n c e  e l e c f T n n p  FeTmi l e v e l  
as noted in the Appendix, a value of -1.3 eV with respect to the vacuum 
level has been experimentally determined for using I?E (66) . The 
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values for has 
yet to be resolved. 
The work function (v) for IrE is given oy the difference between 
o c c /^ t.tt^  -T 
0 = v - £_ . (2.19) 
O  r  
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As shown in the Appendix, the Fermi level in the emitter electrode is 
linearly dependent on the potential applied with respect to the 
reference electrode (à c)• The work function for IPE can be rewritten 
re J. 
as 
^ te|4p2f (2.20) 
itôf 
where fiti = V - E~ . Here E is the Fermi level of the reference 
o o r r 
electrode with respect to the vacuum level, is the potential of 
the emitter electrode with respect to the reference electrode, and |e| 
is the absolute value of the electronic charge. The experimental 
value for can be determined from IPE using this model. 
The work function for IPE as defined here is substantially differ­
ent from the work function for photoemission from a solid into a vacuum. 
The vacuum work function depends on the composition of the emitter 
electrode and the orientation of the exposed face. The work function 
for IPE as defined here is independent of the emitter electrode composi­
tion and surface orientation. It depends on: (1) the solute via the 
electrolyte level (V ); C2) the reference electrode via Ef% which is 
O  r  
established by the equilibrium reaction at the reference electrode; 
and (3) the applied potential difference between the emitter 
electrode and the reference electrode. 
It is not possible to observe the onset of IPE experimentally 
because of the very small photocurrents at the emission threshold. In 
use some theoretical model to extrapolate the -ohotocurrent to zero 
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from experimental measurements of the photocurrent as a function of 
photon energy (^) or applied potential at energies well above 
threshold. Despite the somewhat questionable assumptions mentioned in 
a previous section, the "5/2 Law" threshold model of IPE continues to 
be used in this extrapolation. The currently accepted value for the 
work function for IPE obtained using this method is given by Eq. (2.21) 
(67). 
0 = (3.2 ± 0.1 eV) + |e|*^ . (2.21) 
Here is the potential of the emitter electrode with respect to a 
Normal Hydrogen Electrode (NHE). The fact that the work function for 
IPE is independent of the composition of the emitter electrode has 
been verified experimentally for In, Pb, Hg, Cd, and Bi using the "5/2 
Law" threshold theory of IPE (13). 
2. Thermalization of photoelectrons in solution 
Y H (-» T- /-* Û Î OR* C Ir . . n r\-r> C +-T /->T> CFI RI H :3TTO OT-I 
above the electrolyte level are transmitted through the interfacial 
barrier into delocalized (i.e., quasi-free) states in the solution. 
These states are referred to as quasi-free because a photoelectron 
above V still undergoes inelastic scattering interactions with the 
o 
solvent. Due to this inelastic scattering, the photoelectron rapidly 
loses all excess kinetic energy (i.e., thermalizes) and ultimately 
arrives at the electrolyte level in the solution. 
The emission of the photoelectron into a quasi-free state in the 
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scale of approximately 10 seconds (68). By the Franck-Condon 
principle, the ions and solvent molecules are too massive to respond 
to the presence of the photoelectron by rotations and translations on 
a time scale less than 10 seconds (63). This implies that the 
photoelectron is emitted into a static arrangement of ions and molecules 
in the solution on the short time scale of emission and thermalization. 
It has been suggested by Neff e£ a^. (69) that the primary energy 
loss mechanism in the thermalization process is due to excitation of 
vibrational modes in the solvent. Using infrared data for the vibra-
(_ JU WitdU- L. LlXZ-J  ^i. CX c. «.aO  a. 
tance ^ %Yherm^ aqueous electrolytes (i.e., mean distance from the 
electrode the photoelectron travels before losing all excess kinetic 
o 
energy) of less than 10 A for photoelectrons initially less than 1 eV 
above the V . 
o 
If this distance for <x , > is correct, it raises serious aues-
tnerm 
tions about the applicability of vacuum photoemission theories to the 
theory for IPE. Such a short mean thermalization distance would mean 
that it is improper to assume thai: the photoelectron obeys free 
electron-like (i.e., plane wave) properties outside the solid in IPE. 
In this case, a damped wavefunction must be used in the solution even 
ioit xxii3.x 5c5.ucs îliia-c x%c s.uov£ ztlc cjlscUz'gj-jtuc -ls.v3-l. 2.112. 
x-Jith inelastic scattering of excited electrons inside the solid; it 
would be possible to introduce this damping due to inelastic scattering 
by making use of a complex wavevector in the final state wavefunction 
in the solution. The imaginary part of this wavevector could then be 
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related to the mean thermalization distance in a manner analogous to 
Eq. (2.10). 
During the thermalization process, all information concerning the 
original energy and emission angle of the photoelectron immediately 
following transmission through the interface is lost due to the 
inelastic interaction with the solution. This assertion is supported 
by the experiments of Lewerenz e^ a2. (70) on the polarization 
dependence of the quantum yield for I?E from Ag (111) and Au (111). 
They found the polarization dependence of IPE to be independent of the 
scavenger concentration despite the strong polarization anisotropy of 
the photoelectron energy and emission angle distributions prior to 
thermalization. This implies that the mean distance from the surface 
to the point at which the capture reaction takes place is independent 
of both the photoelectron energy and emission angle distributions prior 
to thermalization. 
\ k1 or-r-ro-r» c ml ira nn 
Following thermalization by inelastic scattering, the photoelec­
tron remains at the electrolyte level in a quasi-free state with 
approximately zero kinetic energy. This is not a stable condition 
however, and the molecules and ions in the solution eventually reorient 
about the electron in some preferential manner on a time scale of 
-11 10 seconds. This process, known as electron solvation, results in 
a solvated electron (e^^. J which consists of a localized electron 
and a small number of solvent molecules arranged in a shell about this 
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The theory of electron-solvent interactions, which is outlined in 
several comprehensive review articles (62-65,71), represents a field of 
study within itself. Therefore, only a very brief outline of the 
theoretical model for the solvation process will be given here. In the 
cavity-polaron model of solvated electrons, there are two terms in the 
change in energy of the system (AE^^^) due to solvation as shown by 
^^tot " ^^electron ^^medium ° (2.22) 
For electron solvation to occur in a given solvent, AE^^^^ must be less 
than zero. AE^^ corresponds to the energy gained by the electron 
upon solvation because the electron finds itself in a potential well 
formed by the cavity due to the shell of oriented solvent molecules. 
AE^edium the energy required to reorganize the medium in order to 
create the cavity and in general includes terms due to dipole-dipole 
interactions, surface tension of the cavity, and hydrogen bond-breaking 
caused by radical reorientation of the water molecules nearest the 
electron. 
Using this model to fit the optical absorption data for solvated 
electrons in water (i.e., hydrated electrons), it has been determined 
that there are approximately four water molecules in the innermost 
shell forming a cavity with a radius of approximately l.U A (66). The 
ground state of the hydrated electron (e, .). which corresDonds to the 
nya ' 
Is lowest energy bound state (E, .) in the potential well due to the 
nyd. 
cavzcy, is precicrec to at a ^ proximately -1.5 eV with respect to 
the vacuum level using this model (62). This value for , is ii 
ayd 
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relatively good agreement with the value of -1.7 eV obtained thermo-
dynamically (72). 
Because of the range of energies with which photoelectrons are 
emitted into the solution and the random nature of the inelastic scat­
tering events, the photoelectrons ultimately are solvated over a range 
of distances away from the electrode. The mean solvation distance 
(i.e., the mean distance away from the surface at which the solvated 
electron is formed) has been determined to be between 25 A (11) and 
45 A C69) for photoelectrons having a maximum initial energy above 
o J. • ^ o citcju « « w y j. • 
eV). This mean solvation distance is approximately constant 
for photoelectrons having maximum excess kinetic energy less than 
0.6 eV and increases gradually above this energy (69). The fact that 
<Xsoi^> has a value two to four times larger than the theoretically-
predicted mean thermalization distance indicates that following thermal-
ization, the photoelectron continues to move at thermal energies (i.e.. 
-2 
10 eV) above the electrolyte level. This conclusion is supported by 
the observed independence of <ôc , > on the maximum excess kinetic 
so±v 
energy of photoelectrons below 0.6 eV. This implies that energy loss 
due to inelastic interactions occurs- quite close to the solid surface, 
and determined primarily by the diffusion of photoelectrons 
near the electrolyte level in this energy range, 
4. Photodiffusion 
through the solution. Since the ground state of the solvated electron 
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is only approximately 1.7 eV below the vacuum level, it still remains 
above the metal electrode Fermi level which is approximately 4.5 eV 
below the vacuum level as stated in the Appendix. In the absence of any 
further chemical reactions, this means that all of the solvated elec­
trons would diffuse back to the surface and undergo recombination with 
the emitter electrode, resulting in a zero net photocurrent. 
To prevent this recombination from occurring, scavenger species 
(e.g., H^O^, NOg) which have a large cross section for trapping 
solvated electrons (i.e., large reaction rate constants for the solvated 
electron capture reaction) must be introduced into the solution. In 
this research project, a major constituent of acid solutions, was 
used exclusively because it is relatively simple to introduce into 
aqueous electrolytes in high concentrations. 
If the recombination rate at the metal surface is very fast, the 
capture probability (?(z)) as a function, distance from the surface (z) 
is given by 
P(z) = 1 - exp(-z/L ) (2.23) 
where l = /u /C k . Here D is the diffusion coefficient for solvated 
e  e s s  e  
electrons, k is the rate constant for the solvated electron canture 
s 
reaction, and C_ is the molar concentration of scavenger species (73) . 
Using the characteristic quantities for hydrated electrons (74) (i.e., 
= 5 X 10 ^ cm^ sec ^ and k^ = 8 x 10^ mole-liter ^ sec , the 
characteristic distance (L^) is given by 
t — s \1/^ /o 
w J 
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For scavenger concentrations of 1 Molar or larger, this ensures that 
photoelectrons emitted beyond the first two or three molecular layers 
in the solution will be captured. 
— -f-
The capture reaction for e^_^^ using H^O involves several steps 
as shown in 
+ h3o'' k + *2° 
h >• h . 
aas 
kads + ^ «2 ' <2.25) 
Notice that the capture reaction involves the transfer of a second 
electron from the metal electrode, resulting in an effective 
doubling in the photocurrent. This capture reaction also involves a 
step in which the hydrogen atom resulting from the capture reaction 
must adsorb on the surface • Therefore, any analysis of the 
effect of specific adsorbates on IPE must include the possibility of 
adsorbed species interfering with the capture reaction at this step. 
It should also be pointed out that in order for a scavenger species to 
be useful in measuring the photocurrent, it is essential that the ion 
or molecule resulting from the capture reaction should not be readily 
oxidized at the surface of the electrode. 
The diffusion of solvated electrons and their subsequent capture 
and recombination reactions have been extensively studied using 
classical diffusion equations (68)73-75). This approach was used to 
determine me mean solvation distance discussed previously, as well as 
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to derive the probability for capture as a function of distance given 
by Eq. (2.23). There is some question as to the validity of such an 
approach when the diffusion distances are on the order of molecular 
o 0 
dimensions (i.e., 5 A to 50 A). This question has not been settled 
completely. It should be noted, however, that these same classical 
diffusion equations were used to derive the dependence of the photo-
current on scavenger concentration (7,68). In accordance with the 
theoretical prediction, experimental photodiffusion analysis indicates 
that the photocurrent is proportional to the square root of the scavenger 
concentration at low concentrations, and that the photocurrent eventually 
saturates at large scavenger concentrations. The experimental verifica­
tion of this scavenger concentration dependence was the original proof 
that the photoeffect was due to I?E (7). This fact lends support to 
the idea that diffusion of solvated electrons near the electrode 
surface can be described using classical diffusion equations. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 
A. Surface Preparation 
In order to make use of the electronic structure of the solid in 
understanding IPE, specification of the orientation of the crystal axes 
with respect to the surface normal is required. This makes the use of 
single crystals or epitaxial films of known orientation essential. 
Proper preparation of the surface is also very important in any 
IPE experiment. As discussed in the preceding chapter, it is often 
necessary to make use of kyy conservation restrictions in a description 
of IPE which involves the electronic structure of the solid. If the 
surface is not smooth on the dimensions of the size of an electron wave­
length, conservation of momentum parallel to the surface during the 
emission process may be relaxed. 
The Cu and Au samples were taken from single crystals that had 
been oriented using x-ray diffraction. The samples were cut using a 
cTnw <;nc>(=>n niamnnn Rpu ro Pxr>ose vprious low index faces (i.e.. Au 
(111), Cu (111), Cu (100), and Cu (110)). The samples were then 
mounted in teflon using the technique outlined elsewhere (79). 
The cross section of the teflon mount is shown in Fig. 8. Elec­
trical contact was made to the back of the sample by mechanical contact 
with a spring that was soldered to a heavy copper wire. In order to 
isolate this electrical connection, a 6 mm pyrex tube was inserted into 
a slightly undersized hole in the back of the teflon mount with the 
copper wire running through it. This was necessary since any contact 
between the rear electrical connection and the electrolyce would have 
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COPPER 





SAMPLE (Cu or Au) 
Figure 8. Cross section of teflon mount used to electrically isolate 
che rear electrical connection of the sample. The front sur-
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created an extra solid-liquid interface, resulting in a second elec­
trical conduction path in parallel with one through the surface of the 
sample. 
Following removal of the excess teflon from the front side of the 
mount, the samples were mechanically polished using 600 grit paper-
bonded silicon carbide. Following this step, each sample was polished 
on a Buehler 69-1000 Minimet Automatic Polisher using slurries of 
AlgOg powders down to a grit size of 0.05 microns. Each sample was 
ultrasonically cleaned in water following the final mechanical polishing 
into the back of the teflon mount, the sample, mount, and tube were 
thoroughly rinsed in methanol and then rinsed in ultra-high purity 
water. Following this step, electrical contact was made using the 
mechanical spring. 
In order to relieve mechanical strain in the surface due to the 
mechanical polishing, it was necessary to electropolish the surface of 
each sample. This step was performed just prior to inserting the sample 
into the electrochemical cell in preparation for making an IPS measure­
ment. The electropolishing schemes were different for Cu and Au. 
The Cu samples were electropolished in a solution of 50 ml con-
cêhultsîzêu iliuiric o-cicl azld iuw m-l til£d"t3.tloù- xvmgumj 3 
steel beaker which also served as the cathode. The solution was 
stirred and maintained at 0°C by immersing the beaker in an ice-water 
bath. The mounted Cu sample was anodically biased at a potential such 
that a current of 500 mA passed through the sample for approximately 
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30 seconds. Immediately following the electropolish, the sample was 
rinsed thoroughly with ultra-high purity water and dried with a nitrogen 
4 At" f-n"? t-T-ocron . 
Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were taken of Cu (111) samples 
that had been prepared using the mechanical polishing technique mentioned 
previously, followed by this electropolishing technique. The Cu (111) 
surfaces were found to be free of surface features down to approximately 
200 A. There appeared to be gently undulating features in the surface 
with dimensions of approximately 200 A (80). 
The Au samples were eleccropolished in a solution of 1 ml perchloric 
acid (HCIO^) and 99 ml methanol (CH^OH) in a stainless steel beaker 
which again served as the cathode for the electropolishing cell. The 
stirred solution was maintained at a temperature of approximately -76°C 
by immersing the beaker in an acetone bath cooled with dry ice. Each 
teflon-mounted Au sample was anodically polarized at a potential' of 
nO V with rÇSpÇCt to tnft Stai'nlççç StÇ'?] f n-r annrn^imarely "5 
seconds. Immediately upon being removed from the electropolish solution, 
the sample was rinsed thoroughly with ultra-high purity water and dried 
with a nitrogen jet from compressed nitrogen. 
B. Electrochemical Methods 
1 t't-* o 4- V ^ t i ^ k. ^ V/ .lii I W ca ^ -L. 
The electrochemical cell used in this work is shown in Fig. 9. 
Tne lower part of the cell, which served as a window for the incident 
light, was constructed by joining a 60/50 quartz outer ground-glass 
Figure 9. Electrochemical cell including a H2-ga3 inlet (A), a gas 
exhaust (B), the teflon-mounted sample (C) with a teflon 
straight-union reducer (D), an adsorbate solution inlet 
tube (E) with a stop-cock (?), a platinum mesh NHE and 
counter electrode (G) connected to a platinum wire (H) 
sealed in a 6 mm soft-glass tube (I) with a teflon spacer 
(J), and a teflon cup and tube (K) for the reference elec­
trode (i.e., SCE) in a three-electrode arrangement 
J 
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joint to a flat quartz window. Two 6 mm quartz tubes were also added 
for gas inlet and exhaust. Quartz was used since it is transparent in 
resistance. 
The top portion of the cell was constructed using a 60/50 pyrex 
inner ground-glass joint and included connections to support the working 
electrode as well as the Pt electrode. The top also contained a 6 mm 
pyrex tube to introduce solution into the cell. This allowed the intro­
duction of small amounts of solution containing adsorbates without 
changing the orientation of the sample with respect to the incoming 
light. In order to assure that the adsorbate species was uniformly 
distributed following the introduction of the small amount of adsorbate 
solution into the cell, the solution in the cell was stirred vigorously 
for approximately 10 minutes by means of hydrogen gas bubbling prior 
to each IPE measurement. 
TV» A /-«olT T.TOO r" -f-Ko /^T-i t- ol o T.T-Î f-h 
a 50/50 mixture of nitric acid (HNO^) and hydrochloric acid (HCl), and 
then rinsed thoroughly with ultra-high purity water. Following this 
cleaning process, plastic gloves were used in handling the cell. 
In addition to the working electrode, provision was made to include 
two other electrodes (i.e., counter electrode and reference electrode) 
j-ii u-ic uiiC umrO u J. a. J. i. u ^ wo-o ^ i. j. jl u. j uocu. 
uiiu-a G. ovu.xa.o.v»c o-i. CG. ^ oci. v co cud wvvii ui.xc 
r* ^ o 1 oo ot-» a /-* o û.1 oo 4 a />-r-rrio 1 r>^r«^T-/->ryor> 
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not used in the circuit. In the three electrode arrangement, the Pt 
electrode acts merely as a counter electrode, and a saturated colomel 
electrode (SCE) is used as the reference electrode. As discussed in the 
Appendix, the separate reference electrode (SCE) assures that it does 
not become polarized (i.e., shifted from the equilibrium potential) due 
to high current densities. This arrangement was found to be unnecessary 
since the potential of the Pt normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) with 
respect to the saturated calomel electrode was found to vary less than 
2 mV over the range of potentials used in the experiment. 
In order to use the Ft electrode as a normal hydrogen electrode, 
the solution must be saturated with molecular hydrogen. This was 
accomplished by bubbling ultra-high purity hydrogen (99.999% pure) con­
tinuously through the solution throughout the experiment. The hydrogen 
was presaturated with water by bubbling it through ultra-high purity 
water prior to entering the cell. This minimized the evaporation of 
water from the electrolyte in the cell due to hydrogen bubbling. Hydro­
gen bubbling also served to deaerate the solution by maintaining an 
atmosphere over the solution made up primarily of hydrogen with very low 
partial pressures of oxygen and nitrogen. This is very important due 
to the fact that o^gen is a very reactive impurity in solution. 
2. Electrolyte preparation 
In all of the experiments performed here, the electrolyte used was 
0.5 M H„SO.. This electrolyte was used for several reasons. First, 
z 4 
-î-t- 3 1 a y n o-n •}- -vo -t- t D ^ nr» c 11 ^  i rvT-v 
WriIi-Cû W5.5 ITcCUj.IT'cC lOI* a. IiOjTÎIiôj. ûyGÎTO^ên êxcCûrOQc» j-H â.uQxtlILOnj 5Uj.X5.Lê 
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ions (SO^) do not have a tendency to adsorb specifically on Cu or Au. 
Finally, as was discussed earlier, hydrogen ions (H^O^) are excellent 
dCcLVOLigCi.^ ^ w J. v<3.i.ovx a.11 jlciu <aiisa cxj. c «.ic/c. ou 
the surface. Due to the high concentration of hydrogen ions, essen­
tially all of the photoelectrons due to IPE that become solvated are 
captured, as shown by Eq. (2.23). The 0.5 M K^SO^ electrolyte was 
prepared using ultra-high purity water and Ultrex ultra-high purity con­
centrated sulfuric acid. 
The ultra-high purity water used for prebubbling the hydrogen gas, 
rinsing the cell and samples, and preparing the electrolyte was triple-
distilled in a pyrex distilling apparatus. Potassium permangenate 
(KMnO^) was used to oxidize all organics in the first stage of the 
distilling process. 
3. Cyclic voltammetry 
At the interface between a solid and an electrolyte, there are 
always solvent molecules in contact with the surface of the solid. In 
the case of water, the interaction between the solvent molecules and 
the surfaces of Cu and Au is relatively weak, and the water molecules 
are physisorbed to the surface (49). There also may be ions, atoms, or 
other molecules which have a tendency of displace solvent molecules 
from the surface. Besides modifying the double layer, these adsorbates 
can modify the emission process of IPE, depending on the strength of 
adsorption. 
Prior to each IPE measurement on Cu. cyclic voltammetry was used 
to determine that the surface of the working electrode was not 
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contaminated by specifically adsorbed impurities. The experimental 
arrangement for cyclic voltammetry used in this work is shown in Fig. 10. 
Nnt*p a i-t.7r\ elerrrnHe pt-rp-no-omo-nt-. 4 r* a 2>-*-oo "Df» 
electrode serves as both the reference electrode (NHE) and the counter 
electrode, was used in the cyclic voltammetry measurements. The poten­
tial difference between the working electrode and the reference electrode 
(NHE) was maintained using a Pine RDE-3 Potentiostat. This potential 
difference was scanned using a sweep generator circuit in the Pine RDE-3 
Potentiostat. A more detailed description of a potentiostatic circuit 
is presented in lIic Appendix. Tne resulLifig cyclic volcammogram (i.e., 
potential of Cu working electrode with respect to NHE versus the current 
density passing through the surface of the Cu electrode) was plotted on 
a Hewlett-Packard 7001AM x-y recorder. 
As discussed in the Appendix, the presence of adsorbed impurities 
can be detected in a cyclic volt ammogram in two ways. First, the 
pnçoTbçd SpÇCie? may gnsnrn n-r nçgnrn in rnç potential region Scanned, 
resulting in a sharp change in the electrochemical currant density at 
the potential corresponding to adsorption or desorption. The adsorbed 
species may also alter the overpotential (n) for the hydrogen evolution 
reaction on the solid electrode by interfering with the hydrogen atom 
adsorption step in that reaction (SI). 
A \ n /-#w y* n ^ ^ ^ 1 O "• ^ ^ 
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Figure 11. Cyclic voltaimnogram for in 0.5 M at a scan rate of 60 miV/sec. Potentials 
are measured versus a NH '2 
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+0 . 200 The sharp increase in the anodic current density at 
approximately +0.200 corresponds to the anodic dissolution of the 
Cu electrode via the reaction 
Cu Cu + e , , (3.1) 
metajL 
where the Cu"^ ion enters into solution. This potential region should be 
avoided since it leads to roughening of the surface. The rapid increase 
in the cathodic current density at approximately -0.400 corresponds 
to the breakdown of the water molecules via the hydrogen evolution 
reaction given by 
+ W ' "adsorbed + V 
"adsorbed ' "adsorbed ^2 
or 
H , . , + H.0~ + e~ ^ , -> H- + H-0 
adsoroed 3 metax 2 2 
Since the potentials in Fig. 4 are measured versus a normal hydrogen 
electrode5 which establishes the equilibrium potential for the hydrogen 
2 
evolution reaction, the hydrogen overpotential (n) of Cu at 50 \ ik/cn~ 
can be estimated from the voltammogram to be approximately -0.250 V A 
i\ri J2. 
•.TOT /-i-T TTIA f ol -(T —H "^ 0(1 V -• c c-;i70n T r! t-T-ip lirpTatuTP. foT thft 
2 hydrogen overpotential of Cu at 50 xA/cm (81). The good agreement 
between this value and the value determined from the cyclic voltammogram 
in Fig. 11 indicates that the Cu surface is relatively free of specifi-
rhsr -?r.rp/rffrp fhe adsorption of hydrogen. 
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The onset of the hydrogen evolution reaction also sets a limit on 
the cathodic potentials useable for IPE. As noted in an earlier section, 
the capture reaction for solvated electrons involves If the con­
centration of in the region near the electrode surface is depleted 
due to the hydrogen evolution reaction, the measured photocurrent is 
decreased due to back-diffusion and recombination of hydrated electrons 
at the electrode surface. Experimentally, this limits IPE measurements 
in 0.5 M H^SO^ to potential regions less cathodic than -0.400 for 
Cu and -0.250 for Au. The combination of the hydrogen evolution 
reaction at cathodic potentials and the dissolution of Cu and Au at 
anodic potentials limits IPE measurements on these metals to a narrow 
range of potentials. 
C. Optics 
1. Optical system 
Due to the relatively small quantum yields for IPE (i.e., approxi-
-4 
iild L. C-J. V J_W / ^ _L. U WCXO CO C Ci J- > l_ W VJ. CO J- CH.& y u. oj o L, w 1 
provide the maximum intensity of monochromatic light of finite bandwidth 
at the surface of the solid. The optical system and detection elec-
source was a 1000 watt Xe high pressure lamp operated by a Schoeffel 
LPS 255 d.c. power supply. The emission lines of Xe were sufficiently 
broadened due to high pressure such that the lamp provided a continuous 
spectrum useable up to approximately 6.0 eV. 
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Figure 12. Optical system and detection electronics for IPS. The 
system of front-surface focusing mirrors is not shown in 
detail. The variable potential source corresponds to a 
battery and a simple potential divider network 
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The focal length of the monochromator was 250 mm and the aperture was 
f/3.6. The diffraction grating in the monochromator was blazed at 
o o 
2400 A with a reciprocal linear dispersion of 33 A per millimeter 
slitwidth, thus making it ideal for optical studies in the near ultra-
o o 
violet spectral region (i.e., 1800 A to 4000 A). By proper adjustment 
of the entrance and exit slits, it was possible to vary the spectral 
bandwidth of the monochromatic light (i.e., range of wavelengths over 
which the intensity of monochromatic light is greater than half the 
maximum value) over a wide range. A spectral bandwidth of 66 A was used 
almost exclusively in this work. This corresponds to an energy resolu­
tion of 0.06 eV at a photon energy of 3.5 eV and an energy resolution of 
0.12 eV at 5.0 eV. 
The monochromator drive was calibrated using a low pressure Hg-
vapor lamp as the light source and a 1P28 photomultiplier as the 
detector. The monochromator drive was scanned over a wavelength 
O O 
range from 3000 A to 2000 A. The resulting peaks in the photon 
flux as a function of drum number were correlated to emission line 
tially linear in wavelength with only a small offset in the drum 
number. 
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niques (e.g., a lock-in amplifier), it was necessary to modulate the 
intensity' of the incident light. This was accomplished using a Ortac 
9479 light chopper which makes use of a rotating slotted disk. The 
optimum chopping frequency, in terms of maximum signal to noise ratio 
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for the photocurrent measurement, was found to be approximately 40 Hz. 
This optimum frequency was due to a combination of frequency dependent 
transfer characteristics of the detection electronics and the coupling 
between the modulated photocurrent and 60 Hz noise. 
A 105 mm focal length, f/1.7 quartz lens immediately following the 
light chopper served to collimate the beam such that it was parallel 
upon passing through the polarizer. Because this lens focused the image 
of the monochromator exit slit at infinity, effects due to the disper­
sion of light in quartz were minimal. Two different types of polarizers 
were tried in the experiments requiring polarized light. Although the 
Glan-Taylor prism polarizer provided a higher degree of polarization 
(99.99% polarized), the Polacoat polarizer (97% polarized) was found to 
be superior since it had a larger cross-sectional area and thereby 
provided a higher intensity beam of polarized light. It should be noted 
that neither polarizer was used for photon energies above 5.2 eV due to 
the onset of optical absorption by both of the polarizers at this 
energy. 
It was found that a focusing system composed entirely of quartz 
lenses suffered due to the dispersion of light in quartz. The dependence 
of the index of refraction of quartz on the wavelength of light resulted 
in a wavelength-dependant final image distance. It was found that a 
focusing system composed of a single quartz collimating lens prior to 
the polarizer in conjunction with front-surface focusing mirrors pro­
vided an image that remained focused on the sample over the entire 
wavelength region of interest. This system of mirrors included a 
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plane mirror following the polarizer to redirect the polarized parallel 
beam down to a 300 mm focal length, f/2.8 spherical concave mirror. 
This focusing mirror, in turn, produced a reduced image on the final 
toroidal focusing mirror. The toroidal mirror was used as the final 
focusing stage in order to compress the long image of the exit slit into 
a shorter image that could be focused entirely on the sample. The 
focusing system was arranged such that the incident beam was focused by 
the toroidal mirror through the quartz bottom of the electrochemical 
cell onto the teflon-mounted sample at oblique angles of incidence as 
well as at normal incidence. 
2. Photon flux measurements 
In addition to the photocurrent, it was necessary to measure the 
photon flux in order to determine the quantum yield (photoelectrons/ 
photon) as a function of photon energy. This photon flux measurement 
was found to be very difficult due to the lack of information about the 
A photoacoustic cell with a lampblack target was found to be the 
best photodetector for photon flux measurement since its sensitivity is 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ /-» ^ ^ ^ V ^  m 1 »*v„ * 4— I 'p» I 1 /-% ^ ^ ^ ^  O ^ ^ -v-
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interest (3.0 to 5.0 eV). A photoacoustic cell consists of an absorbing 
target and a ver}' sensitive microphone enclosed in a cavity with 
transparent windows. Light absorbed by the target is converted into 
heat. The microphone then detects changes in the gas pressure in the 
t-rs 'r\\r r» c* -t-o-v-ooi- T^n OT •Tno Tn-ir*T'r\rNn/-\-r»fci 
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was amplified and then measured using an Ortec Ortholoc 9502 lock-in 
amplifier. 
Using this method to measure the photon flux, it was found that the 
quantum yield for IPE decreased sharply at photon energies above 5.4 eV. 
The number of initial states that contribute to the photocurrent 
increases with increasing photon energy, thus making it difficult to 
explain this decrease in the quantum yield in terms of a decrease in the 
photocurrent. A more reasonable explanation is that the apparent 
decrease in the quantum yield was due to a sudden increase in the 
increase in sensitivity could be due to absorption of higher energy 
photons nearer the surface of the lampblack, resulting in better heat 
transfer to the surrounding gas. This possibility placed the reliability 
of the photoacoustic cell photon flux measurement above 5.4 eV in 
question. 
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photon energies above 5.4 eV, it was necessary to measure photocurrent 
ratios such that the photon flux cancels when calculating the ratio of 
the quantum yields. One example of such a ratio is the differential 
yield measurement, which involves measuring the quantum yield at two 
yield measurement will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 
Some of the I?E measurements in this work involved the use of 
polarized light. Due to polarization of the light by the grating in 
the monochromâtor, the photon flux was different for light polarized in 
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the plane of incidence (i.e., p-polarized light) than it was for light 
polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence (i.e., s-polarized 
light). This meant that in order to determine the yield ratio (i.e., 
the ratio of the quantum yield for p-polarized light to the quantum 
yield for s-polarized light), it was only necessary to know the polariza­
tion ratio (i.e., the ratio of the p-polarized photon flux to the s-
polarized photon flux). This polarization ratio was measured using 
light that was normally incident on a photoacoustic cell with a target 
covered with 3M Nextel Black Velvet Coating. Since the sensitivity of 
• t - r » r » + "  H o r t  o - n  h n o  T ( r > 1 î 3 T - T ' 7 a t " " î r > r »  m  f  
normally incident light, the polarization ratio measured in this way 
should not be affected by variations in this sensitivity with increasing 
photon energy. Identical results for the polarization ratio of 
the incident light were obtained using an EG & G UV-444B 
photodiode. 
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This measurement was made using a i?2S photomultiplier tube with a 
ground-glass diffuser window to assure that the sensitivity of the 
photomultiplier was not affected by the polarization. The output 
lock-in aupli^ier. 
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D. Photocurrent Measurements 
1. Detection electronics 
Although a potentiostat is capable of maintaining accurately the 
potential of a working electrode with respect to some reference elec­
trode, it inherently introduces noise which is large compared to the 
photocurrent due to 1?E. An alternative arrangement for maintaining 
the potential was used in the IPE photocurrent measurements as shown in 
Fig. 12. The potential difference between the working electrode and the 
?t electrode (NHE) was set using a battery and a simple potential 
divider network. Using this arrangement, it was possible to maintain 
the potential difference within a few millivolts of a specified value 
by adjusting externally the potential divider network. 
Due to th3 modulation of the incident light by the mechanical 
chopper, the photocurrent appeared as an AC modulation on top of a 
large background electrochemical current. These photocurrents were of 
-10 
the order of 10 ~ Amperes. compared with background electrochemical 
currents of the order of 10 ^ Amperes. Due to the relatively small 
hydrogen overpotentials on Cu (n, = -0.300 and Au (r, = -0.060 V 
at 50 ^A/cm , these background electrochemical currents were due primarily 
to the evolution of hydrogen at the slightly cathodic potentials versus 
NHE used in most of the experiments. Soise in the background current 
obscured the AC component due to the photocurrent. This made it neces­
sary' to use various signal averaging techniques in order to measure the 
Dhotocurrent, 
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The photocurrent was monitored by measuring the potential across 
a 100 n load resistor. Using a PAR 190 lev noise transformer for 
impedance matching, the AC component of the signal was amplified by a 
PAR 113 preamplifier. The signal was then processed further using an 
Ithaco Dynatrac 391A lock-in amplifier. The final signal processing 
stage was carried out using a microprocessor-based multichannel digital 
signal-averager. 
The signal-averaging process was carried out in two distinct stages. 
The first stage involved analog signal-averaging using a lock-in 
amplifier, which is essentially a very high Q amplifier that selects 
out those signals having the same frequency and phase as the modulated 
light intensity. The analog output of the lock-in amplifier was used 
directly in some of the early differential yield measurements on Cu. 
This method was not found to be adequate, however, due to the small 
signal to noise ratios at narrower slitwidths (i.e., better energy 
resolution) and at higher photon energies where the photon flux and, 
correspondingly, the photocurrent decreased sharply. This made the 
This second stage involved the use of digital signal-averaging 
\ techniques. The analog output of the lock-in amplifier was converted 
<2. dti o./ 'V u'Ci. f J. vj J. ^ -L I-o J. OJ.311CIX wcur> 
averaged over several time intervals by the microprocessor. The length 
of each time inter-zal was specified by the A/D sampling rate, and the 
number of time intervals was a parameter in the microprocessor software 
which had to be externally set to some value prior to the measurement. 
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The microprocessor then stored this digitally averaged value in a 
memory location for later access. 
The microprocessor was also used to control a stepping motor which 
incremented the wavelength drive on the monochromator. This made it 
possible to measure the photocurrent at a fixed number of wavelengths 
and to store these values in a block in the microprocessor memory. This 
buffer could be accessed later so that the values for the photocurrent 
as a function of wavelength could be either printed on a teletype or 
plotted digitally on a Hewlett-Packard 7001AM x-y plotter. 
2. Operating modes 
In addition to the photocurrent as a function of wavelength, two 
other useful quantities were measured in the experiments presented in 
this work. The differential yield, which is the difference in the 
quantum yield for two different work functions divided by the average 
quantum yield, was one quantity which was measured in several experi-
lueuLs. Tiie yield liiuiu, which La ciie raulo ol che yield for p-polarized 
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The data collection mode for the differential yield measurements 
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work function (i.e., applied potential versus Nri2) separately. The 
differential yield was then calculated from each photocurrent versus 
wavelength measurement. It should be pointed out that this mode of 
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photocurrent signal with time. Such a signal drift could be caused by 
contamination of the electrode surface or by changes in the lamp inten­
sity-. It vas necessary to use this ™ode; however; because of the dif­
ficulty involved in resetting the applied potential by means of the simple 
potential divider network described previously. 
This problem of signal drift was addressed in the yield ratio 
measurements by using two different data collection modes. The first 
mode was analogous to that used for the differential yield measurements. 
The photocurrent was measured as a function of wavelength for each 
polarization separately, and then the ratio was calculated. The second 
mode involved the measurement of the photocurrent at both polarizations 
for a given wavelength and scanning in wavelength. In this mode, 
signal drift would not be expected to affect the yield ratio. It was 
found that the resulting yield ratio measurement was not dependent on 
which mode of data collection was used, the implication being that 
signal drift was not "impoT-ranr n-n rVip f'/me scale thf? photocurrent 
measurements. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. ^ Situ Photoemission from d-Bands in Copper 
It can be seen from Eq. (2.7) that the quantum yield includes a 
sum over initial states (i.e., integral over ) that satisfy conserva­
tion of energy. Changes in the initial density of states as a function 
of binding energy would be expected to modulate the quantum yield 
strongly as the photon energy of the incident light is increased. If 
one neglects effects due to momentum conservation restrictions between 
states within the solid and matrix elements between these states, the 
quantum yield would be expected to increase sharply at a photon energy 
that corresponds to a sudden increase in the initial density of states. 
The d-bands in Cu, which lie approximately 2.3 eV below the Fermi 
level, give rise to a sudden increase in the initial density of states 
as can be seen in Fig. 1. Such a large increase in the initial density 
of states, therefore, would be expected to manifest itself as a sharp 
increase in the quantum yield at a photon energy given by 
= 5.5 eV + |e!ç (4.1) 
' ' Nn.Il: 
where is the potential measured with respect zo a normal hydrogen 
electrode (NHS), is the work function at zero applied potential» 
and corresponds to the location of the upper edge of the d-bands 
with resoect to the Fermi level in Cu. 
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Due to the problems mentioned in the previous chapter concerning 
measurement of photon flux at photon energies above 5.4 eV, it is 
apparent it would be difficult to isolate structure in the quantum 
yield arising from the onset of photoemission from the d-bands in Cu 
at photon energies near 5.5 eV. This difficulty can be overcome by 
measuring the photocurrent due to IPE at two different work functions 
by changing the potential of the emitter electrode with respect to the 
reference electrode as shown in Eq. (2.21). Using these two measure­
ments, it is possible to determine the differential yield (AY/Y) which 
AY(6J^t^E' Aw) AI(o^g, AÔ, Aw)/?(w) 
Here AYAt?,Aw) is the difference in the yield and AI(ç^gg,Aç,%u) 
is the difference in the photocurrent for the two different values of 
the work function. Similarly Y(o^^,ftco) is the average yield and 
T ( ^ -'O *-»-VO CTO WAV» +- 4- /"S V» +- "R-N O +-*.T/-\ H-I ^ 4- A F" TO ! 11 AC /"> T-
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measure che photocurrent as a function of phoron energy for che cwo 
different values of the work function. 
In the simple model of photoemission in which the quantum yield 
depends primarily on the initial density of states, the sharp increase 
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Fig. 13. The gradual decrease in the differential yield at photon 
energies below the onset of photoemission from d-bands can be under­
stood in terms of threshold model (e.g., 5/2 law) and will be discussed 
in more detail in the next section. The position of the peak in the 
differential yield is determined by the onset of photoemission from 
the d-bands as shown in Eq. (4.1). The width of the peak is a function 
of the work function modulation amplitude. 
The experimental results for the quantum yield and differential 
yield for IPE from a Cu (111) surface are shown in Fig. 14. As dis-
5.4 eV for both values of the work function can be attributed to a 
change in the sensitivity of the photoacoustic cell in the photon flux 
measurement. The absence of any corresponding structure in the dif­
ferential yield at 5.4 eV can be taken as experimental verification 
of Eq. (4.2). 
The gradual decrease in the differential yield in Fig. 14 at lower 
photon energies agrees with the prediction of the simple model shown 
in Fig. 13. However, the absence of any other structure at higher 
photon energies is in sharp contrast with Fig. 13. This unexpected 
result implies that either the structure in the differential yield due 
predicted by So. (4.1), or the structure is too weak zo be observed. 
Since no alternative value for the onset of IPS from d-bands in Cu at 
zero potential with respect to NKE can be determined from these data, 
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Figure 14. Quantum yield (photoelectrons/photon) and differential 
yield (AY/Y) for IPE from Cu (111) using normally incident 
light and a work function of 3.36 eV. The predicted d-band 
onset is at 5.66 eV, and the work function modulation 
amplitude (Ao) is -0.13 eV. The monochromator energy 
resolution is also shown. The photon flux for the quantum 
yield measurement was obtained using a photoacoustic cell 
with lampblack target 









































section will focus on possible ways to enhance structure in the differ­
ential yield arising from the onset of IPE from the d-bands in Cu. 
As pointed out earlier, the simple model of photoemission which 
predicts the structure in the differential yield at the onset of IPE 
from d-bands includes only effects due to the initial density of 
states and does not include effects due to conservation of momentum 
restrictions or matrix elements between initial and final states. If 
direct interband transitions are the primary source of photocurrent in 
IPE, these effects may become important. 
In order to understand the restriction placed on the photoemission 
process by direct interband transitions, it is necessary to examine the 
optical excitation step of photoemission in a three-step model. The 
constant energy-difference surface (CEDS) is that region of momentum 
space in which bands in a reduced-zone scheme are separated by a given 
energy C^u). The equation for a CEDS is given by 
_ f -- -i , 
- tcj = u . 14.j. 
The CEDS given by Eq. (4.3) corresponds to initial and final states for 
direct interband transitions that conserve energy. The d-bands in Cu 
exhibit very little dispersion and lie approximately 2,3 eV below the 
Fermi level throughout the Brillouin zone. Theretore, the between 
r? 1 ir» ^ 1* "î" P-'t p >"o pr>'n*y-o'Y~> "mpv pOT» — 
stant energy,' surfaces at an energy above the d-bands = 
It is possible to examine the structure of a CEDS by making cuts 
along planes of high symmetry througn the reduced Brillouin zone for 
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Cu (fee erystal structure) shown in Fig. 15. Figure 16 illustrates the 
CEDS for Cu along a plane through F, L and X. The CEDS in Fig. 20 is 
given for an. energy difference (*w) of 5-5 eV. which corresponds to a 
constant energy surface at the electrolyte level for zero applied poten­
tial. This situation occurs, therefore, at the onset of IPE from the 
d-bands. Since the energy of the final states is at the electrolyte 
level, photoelectrons outside the solid would have zero excess kinetic 
energy. By Eq. (2.1), the maxinum parallel momentum (kyy^_^) would then 
be zero, and only transitions between states along A (for a (111) 
^ ^ \ T ^ A / / T ^ ^ — - — 1% ^ \ M ^ ^ T M a / v i. <a \ / a uj. u. cls-cy u-c o-uo-o ocl(.u.oj.j< l.itc 
escape condition at this photon energy. It can be seen from the CEDS 
that there are no Bloch final states near A (i.e., for a (111) surface) 
or near A (i.e., for a (100) surface) that can serve as final states 
for IPE from the d-bands. 
If the photon energy is increased, the CEDS must also be changed 
according to Sq. (4.3). The new CEDS at an energy difference of 5.8 eV 
is shown, in Fig. 17. The maximum parallel momentum given by Sq. (2.1) 
is marked for final states that lie 5.5 eV above the d-bands. Although 
the ky y conservation restrictions allow emission away from A (i.e., for 
a (111) surface) and A (i.e., for a (100) surface) at the higher photon 
energy (ruj = 5.3 eV) , the CEDS also moves farther away from these 
F FWWXO V- "R^T " -1 •»> TJ C* -1 IT» O O •>*••• ; - . N /-> •- OCryr "k-îov^O^" -rvv^ot* 
ciy\ ôt-ct-îc*c -rsn, r\r~ h 1 anl o t 4 7i a 1 ^ fa 
for IPS from d-bands on either Cu (111) or Cu (100) surfaces. There 
are; however ; evanescent states available at the electrolyte level 
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Figure 17. A cut through the fee Brillouin zone along a plane through 
r, L, and X, exposing a constant energy difference surface 
that corresponds to transitions from the top of the d-hands 
to states 0.3 eV above the electrolyte level (i.e., = 
d-bands (k^, ) that can satisfy the escape condition. The 
 ^ m if 111 y \  ^  ^  ^  ^j-atLJ-ce conscanc \,a.j xor copper is o.oxt a. 
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(V^) on the Brillouin zone boundary that may serve as final states for 
IPE from the d-bands of Cu. 
Figures 16 and 17 indicate that there exist Bloch final states along 
Z (i.e., (110) direction). Therefore, it should be possible to observe 
IPE from the d-bands into Bloch final states on a Cu (110) surface 
since these final states lie within the escape cylinder specified by 
kyy conservation in Eq. (2.1). The differential yield for IPE from a 
Cu (110) surface is shown in Fig. 18. As was the case for IPE from the 
Cu (111) surface, the differential yield for IPE from the Cu (110) surface 
CCkOC-O lUWJLXW uvi.tj-u.ci J. J-jr- ou y iiV UVll CilCl. j Oitu. 5iiVW5 tiu U-lldJ-dC L-Ci."" 
istic structure at the predicted onset of IPE from d-bands at 5.26 eV. 
Figures 14 and 18 indicate that the absence of structure in the dif­
ferential yield due to the onset of IPE from d-bands is not due to the 
presence or absence of Bloch final states. 
It is possible that matrix elements between the d-bands and either 
Bloch or evanescent final states near the electrolyte level are rela­
tively small and are therefore limiting the photocurrent due to the 
onset of IPE from the d-bands. Using the techniques of group theory 
(83), it is possible to examine the symmetry of the problem in order 
to determine which transitions are allowed or forbidden. It is not 
possible, however, to determine the relative magnitude or matrix 
ot otttor^ t*c t^v» 4 c for* ^ ^ 4 ^  00 o 1 
involving the appropriate wavefunctions. 
The band structure for Cu is shown in Fig. 19 (37). By examining 
the band structure near K. it is possible to determine wVi.ich transitions 
Figure; lEi. Dlf fcren(:lal yJci.ld for IPE from Cu (110) using normally incident; 
lip,ht iînd a woik function of 2.94 eV. Tlie work function modu­
lation amplitucf! (A^) is -0.1 V. The predicted d-band onset is 
at 5.26 eV. The monochromator energy resolution is also shown 
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Figure. 19. Calculated bandstructure (APW) for copper (37) along regions of high symmetry 
correspond to the CEDS in Figs. 16 and 17. Using the dipole selection 
rules obtained from group theory, it can be shown that the transition 
T +•/-* V -f e OT-» fr\T" all nr»q . . T" f r» T •? c 
allowed for light polarized parallel to the (110) surface and in the 
r, K, X plane. The photon energy required to make this transition is 
approximately 5.7 eV. At K, the transition to is allowed for 
light of the same polarization. Similarly, along the line K to W, 
transitions between bands of the same parity (i.e., + to + and - to -) 
are also allowed for light polarized parallel to the (110) surface in 
the r, K, w plane. In addition, along the line K. to L, transitions 
between bands of opposite parity (i.e., + to - and - to +) are allowed 
for light polarized parallel to the r, K, W plane. 
Since the differential yield for Cu (110) shown in Fig. 18 was taken 
with unpolarized normally incident light, the polarization requirements 
for all of these transitions to be allowed were fulfilled. Only one 
of th.6 optiCEX trszisi.ti-ons fTorn d—'dep-QS to conductiop nAnds AnnvA rnp 
electrolyte level was actually forbidden. The other transitions were 
allowed under the polarization conditions of the experiment. It should 
be pointed out that these selection rules are valid only at points and 
along lines of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone, and this symmetry 
analysis does not give any information about transitions away from 
CilOOO O jr XILLUC L. 4. jr  ^v./wO •  ^ S. — 
transitions in the region of k-space around Z were allowed under the 
conditions of the experiment, however, indicates that matrix elements 
v r* n —> f 1 otrtrm->£»+- «t o "vra o 1 o >7 "v»/^ t*l^ i o miavoc n t" 
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difficult to explain the absence of any d-band onset structure in the 
differential yield in terms of matrix element effects. 
2.^0 t>r\ t'dt 
d-bands on a Cu (100) surface, there might be some matrix element 
dependence on the transitions between the d-bands and evanescent states 
at the electrolyte level. Due to the Z• p operator in the matrix 
element, this dependence may require a component of the polarization 
vector parallel to the (100) reciprocal lattice vector and therefore 
normal to the surface. In order to determine if such a matrix element 
effect occurs, differential yield measurements were made on Cu (100) 
surfaces with unpolarized light at both normal incidence and 45° angle 
of incidence. Even though the light was unpolarized, at normal 
incidence the polarization vector of the incident light is parallel to 
the surface. The differential yield for normal incident light on a 
Cu (100) surface shown in Fig. 20 exhibits no structure at 5.5 eV as 
WAG; 1-np rase rn-r P.n a-nn P.n fllHA 
At 45° angle of incidence, the polarization vector of the incident 
light contains a component normal to the surface. As was the case for 
normally incident light, the differential yield shown in Fig. 21 for 
45° incident light on a Cu (100) surface exhibits no characteristic 
structure at the predicted onset of IFE from the d-bands. This fact 
^ * n  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ V  ^  ^  ^'C  ^  ^ .r""  ^ f-* "1  ^
-t- •»--»-» k. C» L/ *2» v_ 1.1.^   ^ Ci  ijr  ^c. ^   ^^  ^  C. X. (Ztt  ^
<4 ^   ^  ^ a /"v o o ^  rs ^  T'D? «-i »-> /J /-•  ^  ^ 1  ^^  <->  ^f www wv w*» W W WW V ^  ,w jk ^  W L» LV 1_ _1_ Ci ^  ti V— W L» W X. • • »_/ ^  
matrix element effects arising from the orientation of the polarization 
Figure 20. Differential yield for Il'E from Cu (100) using normally incident 
light and work functions of 3.2 eV (({) = 0.00 and 3.1 eV 
(<}) := -0.10 . The work function modulation amplitude (A^O 
is -0.1 V. Thii predicted d-band onset Is at 5.5 eV and 5.4 eV 
respectively. 'L'he monochromator energy resolution is also shown 
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Figure 21. Differential yield for IPE from Cu (100) using light at 45° angle 
of incidence and work functions of 3.2 eV(^ = 0.0 and 3.1 
eV (<}) =: -0.1 . The work function modulation amplitude (Acfi) 
is -0.1 V. The predicted d-band onset is at 5.5 eV and 5.4 eV 
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vector with respect to the momentum operator (i.e., A • p in the dipole 
operator). 
In order to determine the effect of the size of the work function 
modulation, differential yield spectra were obtained at different 
modulation amplitudes (Ac})) . It should be noted that the size of the 
modulation was limited by the region over which the potential of the 
emitter electrode could be varied with respect to the reference. As 
pointed out in the previous chapter, anodic dissolution of Cu and the 
onset of the hydrogen evolution reaction on Cu severely limited this 
or» rial "TOO-t r\-n "Pi cni-ro 9 9 •illnct-'ral'oc t'Vio or-Fci«^+- rs-Ç 1 T.Trv-»-!/-
function modulation on the differential yield for IPE using both 
normally incident and 45° angle of incidence light on a Cu (111) surface. 
Figure 22 indicates that changing the size of the work function modula­
tion does not enhance the size of any structure at the onset of IPE 
from the d-bands in Cu. The only effect is to increase the overall 
magnitude of the differential yield, as expected. 
It is apparent from these considerations that structure in the 
differential yield arising from the onset of IPE from the d-bands in 
Cu is too weak to be observed. This result is somewhat surprising in 
view of the success of studies of photoemission from the d-bands in Cu 
ability to energy analyze the photoelectrons and thereby obtain an 
energy distribution curve (EBC). It has been possible to correlate a 
great deal of structure in the EDC for photoemission from various sur­
faces of Cu with structures in the initial density of states (i.e.. 
Figurii 2:î. Differential yield for IPE from Cu (111) using light at 45° angle 
of incidence and work functions of 3.2 eV (<}> = 0.00 3.36 
cV ((j) = 0.16 Vjijjj^) , and 3.32 eV (4» = 0.12 V^he) • The work func­
tion modulation amplitude (A^) for <P = 3.2 eV and <P = 3.36 eV is 
"0.1 V, while /\([> for 0 = 3.32 eV is -0.2V. The predicted d-band 
oaset is at 5.!> eV, 5.66 eV, and 5.62 eV respectively. The 
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d-bands) (84,85). In addition, there is evidence that in addition to 
Bloch states, evanescent states also serve as valid final states for 
photoemission from d-bands (86). 
Recent studies by Dietz (87), however, indicate that the quantum 
yield for vacuum photoemission is not very sensitive to the initial 
density of states. The angle integrated photocurrent for photoemission 
from clean Cu (100) and Cu (110) surfaces into vacuum is shown in Fig. 
23 (87). Also shown for comparison are the photon energies at which 
the onset of photoemission from d-bands would be expected to occur for 
level on the (110) surface, but the vacuum level on a (100) surface 
lies in a bandgap (i.e., evanescent final states). Although the photo-
current does increase upon reaching photon energies sufficient to 
excite photoelectrons from the d-bands of Cu, the onset is gradual and 
occurs over a range of 0.3 to 0,4 eV. 
These results indicate one possible reason why the onset of IPE 
from the d-bands in Cu was not observed. Due to the sharp decrease in 
zhe photon flux from the Xe lamp in the 5.5 to 6.0 eV region, it would 
not be possible to detect a gradual onset like that shown in Fig. 23. 
Such a gradual onset would also be very difficult to detect using a 
o c* ^  o-Fw T-
Another possible reason why zhe onset of IPE from d-bands in Cu 
was not observed in the differential yield is related to the nature of 
the measurement itself. The differential yield tends to emphasize 
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kinetic energy. It is possible that these low energy photoelectrons 
do not penetrate far enough into solution to avoid recombination with 
the metal surface of the emitter electrode. This recombination would 
result in zero net photocurrent. 
In addition to these possible explanations for the absence of d-band 
onset structure in the differential yield, the possibility that the 
numerical value of 5.5 eV in Eq. (4.1) is incorrect must not be 
neglected. This is not likely, however,- since the values for and 
are known from experimental measurements. 
B. In Situ Photoemission from Gold 
The band structures of Au and Cu are very similar in several 
respects. For example, the d-bands lie approximately 2.2 eV below the 
Fermi level in Au as conroared with 2.3 eV in Cu. Therefore, using 
Eq. (4.1), the onset of IPE from d-bands in Au would be expected to 
occur at approximately 5.4 eV for a Au electrode at a potential of 
A -3 —* — — M  ^ — — —* —. " ^   ^ A,.  ^^ ^  ^ ^  A* — —. J ^  £ C «M — A_ ^   ^^  ^ « 
•? c c V>/-kT.T>-» T •r» ">7n o 9 A Tn a /-> o /->-r TT-I t-n a -Î T-r OT»OT  ^^  n 31 
yield at 5 = 4 eV agrees with the results or. Cu, This is especially 
(  a  ' ^ 7  9  ^  - i - n  i c  c  + "  a - v n  c  f -  c  f -  a  f - a c  
Au at the electrolyte level as shown in Fig. 25 (88). This can be 
taken as another indication that the absence of any structure in IPE due 
to the onset of photoemission from d-bands is not due to the absence 
Figure 2'i. Differential yiield for I PIC from Au (111) using normally incident 
light and work functions of 3.2 eV ((}) = 0.00 and 3.1 cV 
((() - -0.1 Vjqjjjv) . The work function modulation amplitude is 
-0.1 V. Hie monochromator energy resolution is also shown 
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At higher photon energies (i.e., fiw 2 4.4 eV) , the differential 
yield for Au (111) as shown in rig. 24 decreases with increasing photon 
energy. There are. however, anomalies in the differential yield for Au 
at approximately 4.08 eV for = -0.10 V and 4.23 eV for 
'^NHE ~ O'OO ^ marked in Fig. 24. 
This break in the differential yield was not observed in any of 
the differential yield measurements on Cu, and is not predicted in any 
simple model of differential yield based on a threshold theory. The 
structure also shifts to higher photon energy with increasing work 
function. This indicates that it is related to transitions to final 
states near the electrolyte level, since only such states would be 
affected by the presence of the electrolyte level. 
As can be seen from Fig. 25, there are Bloch states at the 
electrolyte level that serve as final states for direct interband 
transitions. This raises the possibility that the break in the differ­
ential yield for Au (111) is related to modulation of the contribution 
to I?E from direct interband transitions near L. In order to under­
stand this contribution, it is necessary to examine the optical excita­
tion mechanism in a three-step model of photoemission, taking into 
account escape conditions specified by the work function and conserva-
the L-point using data fromthe RA?W band structure calculation for Au 
Christensen and Séraphin (88). Since bands around L are located near 
the center of the hexagonal face of the reduced Brillouin zone, it is 
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reasonable to assume rotational symmetry about A. For a Au (111) 
surface, directions perpendicular to A will be parallel to the surface. 
Similarly, direction parallel to A will be perpendicular to the surface. 
Making use of the rotational symmetry, the problem can be reduced to 
two dimensions in k-space with kyy corresponding to directions 
parallel to the surface and k^ corresponding to directions perpendicular 
to the surface. In directions parallel to the surface (i.e., perpendic­
ular to A), the bands are approximately free-electron-like with 
effective electron masses (m^y, m^y) not necessarily equal to the actual 
electron mass, In the direction perpendicular to the surface^ the 
bands are assumed to be nearly-free-electron-like with an effective 
mass (m^) and a bandgap C2 |Ug|) of 3.72 eV at L where is the Fourier 
component of the potential corresponding to the reciprocal lattice 
vector. The dispersion relations for the upper (E^^) and lower CET^) 
bands corresponding to the final and initial states respectively within 
the solid are given by 
1 
r'i/ ^ _ // , i ./•» n _ 
2.5 i / ^  z z z z 
"^ 7/ " 9 1/9 
+ /-} - (4.4) 
wnere 
£ (k ) = ^ 
2 zm 
^ n C ^ r\ O TVy^O"". T" f T »»\ -1 1 • 
"f r —----- — — 
Near the zone face, it is possible to expand the dispersion relation for 
directions perpendicular to the surface in A = G/2 - k^, the Eq. (4.4) 
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can be written 
^  J  C  f t  K  Y  Y  v2 /  e( G )  No r  
E . = : H 1 1 ± TTT:—R I (A) + [&( — ) ± |U_LL - E_ . (4.5) 
in Zm j z u r 
Here corresponds to the plus sign and corresponds to the minus 
sign. 
The total quantum yield for a given work function (<5) and photon 
energy (fij) is given by Eq. (2.7). If it is assumed that r-nlv d->-rprf 
interband transitions contribute to the yield, the restriction imposed 
by conservation of energy limits the integration over initial states 
in Eq. (2.7) to that region of k-space defined by the constant energy 
difference surface CCEDS). Using Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5), the CEDS is 
defined by 
5(3, aj) = —(4 h ](A)^ + Î2ÎU ! - ^ .0 = 0 
2 / // 2m ^ 2!U_! / ^ // ""// z 
The resulting quantum yield is given by 
( 4 . 6 )  
I \A 2 2.2 
r  i  i l '  -  " / /  \  
Y = f(2,w) dS —^ G CE - eJ )0 S: - S ^ 1 (4.7) 




This corresponds to a surface integral over the CEDS given by Eq. (4.6). 
This surface integral can be evaluated by projecting the CEDS on the 
k,, Diane. The resulting quantum yield is given bv 
I I '  '  '  • -
, 2  
Y = 1^(2%) f k.. dk..|k I I 1 + * I (4.8) 
^ " " out ^ T + xk/, ^  
where 
2m,/ |u_| \ 
and 
m m \ / iU 
z z _ \( 
E(G) 
Here it has been assumed that the transition matrix elements (M_^) are 
constant, and the bands are rotationally syrmetric about A. 
Now the problem is reduced to evaluating the limits on k,,. This 
/ / 
can best to accomplished by examining the various energy surfaces in 
k-space. The important energy surfaces are the CEDS as given by 
Eq. (4.6), the escape surface as given in Eq. (2.2), and the Fermi 
surface as given by 
*"•'// . I . \,^,2 . , G , \ 
-F . i i ^ i 2 ^ - - " g'  i '  ~ T •  
uiic. a j-wi* i. j-oii xvi. uiic Liuyci. uaiiu xii ilu . i u 
possible to rewrite the escape condition given by Eq. (2.2) in the form; 
Ill 
—( 4" - - ]k// + —f 1 + )(6)^  + [ e( § ) 4. iugl - * - sp }'s 0. 
2 ^  iRyy m Zm^ \ 21 Ug I ^ V 
(4.10) 
These three surfaces are shown in Fig. 26. Note that the CEDS is given 
for a range of photon energies, and escape surfaces corresponding to 
two different work functions are displayed. 
In order to satisfy the condition that initial states lie below 
the Fermi level, as given by Eq. (4.9), only those points within the 
Fermi surface in a reduced zone scheme can contribute to the photocur-
^ TT-* " îo  ^  r\  /-» f  ot. t «3 /4  a  cro t-
of the Fermi surface in Fig. 26. Similarly, only those final states 
that satisfy the escape condition given by Sc. (2.2) can contribute to 
the photocurrent. This corresponds to points below and to the right of 
the escape surface for a particular work function given in Fig. 26. 
From these considerations, it is evident that the maximum kyy is given 
^ J&. ^  y  ^ ^ ^  ^  111 * 
minimum ky y is given by the intersection of the CEDS with the escape 
surface corresponding to the particular work function. At sufficiently 
high photon energies, the CEDS lies completely within the escape con­
dition and no such intersection occurs. In this case, the minimum 
^ V ir 1 CT C ^ I I C ^  rr »'»nOOO Trr>"r" v p"* o 
maximum and minimum values of k,,. it is oossible to calculate the 
/ / ' 
photocurrent and therefore the quantum yield using Eq. (4.8). 
It is possible to use Fig. 26 to understand how the contribution 
to IPS due to direct interband transitions is modulated in a 
Figure 26. A cut through the fee reduced Brillouin zone near L along a 
plane through r, L, and W exposing: 1) constant energy 
difference surfaces ( ) for a range of photon energies 
from 3.6 to 4.6 eV (I to VI); 2) the Fermi surface 
3) escape surface ( ) at a work func­
tion (0) of 3.28 eV; and 4) escape surface ( - - - ) at 
0^- AO = 3.IS eV. IUqI = 1.853 eV, m^/m = 0.81Q6_j 
m///m = 26.12, m},/m = 0.4572, ;G | = 2.6773 A"-, and 
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differential yield measurement. For a given photon energy, only that 
part of the CEDS that lies between the two escape surfaces contributes 
to the differential yield. For a constant matrix element (M^_. ) , the 
surface integral over the CEDS in Eq. (4.7) implies that the differen­
tial yield is proportional to the fractional part of the CEDS that 
lies between the two escape surfaces, divided by the total length of 
the CEDS that satisfies both escape and Fermi surface restrictions. 
The direct interband contribution to the differential yield should 
go to zero at a photon energy for which th& corresponding CEDS lies 
just within both escape surfaces. From Fig. 26. this point of dis­
continuity in the slope should occur between 4.2 and 4.4 eV for a work 
function (0) of 3.28 eV (i.e., ç, = 0.00 "V" . As the work function 
 ^rxiii 
is shifted to lower energies, the corresponding point of discontinuity 
in the slope in the differential yield would also be expected to 
shift to lower photon energies. This can be seen in Fig. 27, where 
the work function ($) is 3.18 eV (i.e., o— = -0.10 V „). For this 
' r» ni!- n r. 
work function, the point of discontinuity in the slope should occur 
o f-T.Taa-m l_\ p: cmD 9 ot7 
Using Eq. (4.8), it is now possible to calculate the photocurrent 
as a function of photon energ>' for the two different work functions. 
l_ -i_ O tcii. a. O -l- Lii LV ilACJ. »_*_/ J* ^ WW 
17 f f. O ^   ^ A -T-  ^ f -r /ra 4- 4 <3 1 
is shown in Fig. 28. For both work functions, the r.odel calculations 
have been shifted upward to facilitate comparison with experiment. For 
a work function (v) of 3.28 eV (i.e., - 0.00 V^„_,„) , the predicted 
Figure 27. A cut through the fee reduced Brillouin zone near L along a 
plane through T, L, and W, exposing: 1) constant energy-
difference surfaces ( )• for a range of photon energies 
from 3.6 to 4.6 eV (I to VI); 2) the Fermi surface 
3) escape surface ( ) at a work func­
tion (0) of 3.18 eV; and 4) escape surface ( ) at 
6 — Aç = 3.08 eV 
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I'igui'o 28, Comparlfion of the experimental differential yield for IPE from 
Au (111) wlth till! model calculation of the differential yield 
including only (ïffects due to modulation of the direct inter-
band contribution to the quantum yield. Using = 3.28 eV, 
the discontinuity in the slope occurs at the marked value for 
each work function 
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break in the differential yield (i.e., point of discontinuity in the 
slope) occurs at 4.25 eV as expected from Fig. 26. This is very close 
to the experimental value of 4.23 eV as shown in Fig. 11. For a work 
function ($) of 3.18 eV (i.e., = -0.10 the point of dis­
continuity in the slope occurs at 4.07 eV as predicted from Fig. 27. 
This is also in very good agreement with the experimental value of 
4.08 eV as shown in Fig. 24. 
Despite the close agreement between the model calculation and 
experiment in terms of the location of the point of discontinuity in 
the slope in the differential yield, it is evident from Fig, 28 that 
there is substantial disagreement between the two regarding the overal 
shape of the curves. The most obvious disagreement between the model 
and experimental data is the decrease in the experimental differential 
yield at photon energies above the point of discontinuity in the slope 
in the model calculation. It is possible to account for this behavior 
by including a Drude contribution to the differential yield. It is 
possible to model a Drude contribution to the differential yield using 
C* ^ 1 a o VI •»»» "3 f-» r»"? 
V— _ : a ' - \ ^  / /. 
L. ILC. c/kyviidt u vicy ciivic* w 11 u i tc: c»i 4<n L/ c w JL ui L'ciA.jLJb.^u* 
For a step-like barrier, n is equal to 5/2. For a rounded barrier, 
^ "«1 •»-* -'c TT-» o ^ -T ^ rv 
 ^c* v/ —- A  ^IÉ ir ^   ^  ^ c j. ww  ^ v.  ^




ftw < C> — Ap 
9 - <aw < * 
0 <flL} 
(4.12) 
where the modulation potential (Aô) is much less than cj. 
Including both the direct interband and Drude contributions, along 
with appropriate weighting factors, the differential yield model calcu­
lation agrees quite well with the experimental results as shown in 
Fig. 29. The weighting factors for direct interband and Drude contribu­
tion to the differential yield were used as adjustable parameters to 
match the slopes of the model with the data on either side of the 
point of discontinuity in the slope (i.e., 4.25 eV and 4.07 eV). As a 
result, the value of the exponent (n) was not critical to the Drude 
contribution and was set to 1. In addition, the work function was 
adjusted to obtain agreement between the experimental and theoretical 
slope discontinuity points. Using Eq. (2.20), the work function (flw ) 
This value for is in excellent agreement with the value of 3.2 eV 
given by Sass and Gerischer (67). 
*T • c V -T * w / c: V / uhcxc: o-s G s-^  2. L. v .c o u x. uitc 
r.u J.  Z.O ev 
in addition to tne point or aiscontinuiry in tne siope Li.e., 
/. o c: _^TT J 
Figure 2 9 .  Comparison of the. experimental differential yield for IPE from 
Au (113.) with the model calculation for the differential yield 
which i.nclndefj hoth Drude and direct interband contributions. 
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contribution to the quantum yield. Below 3.80 eV for 9^^ = 0.00 
and below 3.62 eV for = -0.100 there is no direct interband 
^ C2.T1 fTO? FzgS 26 2^ Sl.TlC0 til's 
CEDS for direct interband transitions lie outside the escape condition 
specified by Eq. (4.10). Although the agreement between theory and 
experiment is not as good as at higher photon energies, there is 
essential agreement between the shapes of the curves. The sharp edge 
in the differential yield model calculation at 3.80 eV for = 
0.00 and at 3.62 eV for ^Tp-p. = -0.10 is not as sharp in 
chê experimental data. However, a maximum and minimum are clearly 
present in the differential yield for both potentials at approximately 
the correct photon energies. 
The high degree of correlation between the model calculation for 
the differential yield and the experimental differential yield for Au 
(111) is significant evidence that the direct interband contribution to 
TPK T Q i -n a r t f f <=>-r <=»-n tn " vieln mprir . Tn A PXrP.I 1 PTit*. 
agreement between the value obtained for the zero potential work func­
tion (fu ) using this method and the value obtained by extrapolating 
o 
to zero quantum yield via a '5/2 Law' threshold model can be taken as 
further evidence of this fact. 
C. Direct Interband Situ Phctoemission from Copper 
Due to the similarities in the band structures of Au and Cu, one 
would expect to see structure in the dzfzerentzal y^eld tor Cu (l_L_i.) 
chat corresponds to tne mocification of the direct interband contribution 
124 
to IPE. From Figs. 14 and 22, it is evident that no such structure 
occurs. The reason for this can be seen quite clearly in Fig. 30. At 
L, the upper band (i.e., L,) lies approximately 1.0 eV above the effec­
tive work function given by the escape condition in Eq. (2.2). Only at 
large kyy does the escape condition limit the states in the upper band 
that can contribute to IPE. Therefore, the direct interband contribu­
tion to IPE is only slightly modified due to modulation of the work 
function. As a result, some other method is required to enhance the 
sensitivity of IPE to the onset of direct interband transitions in Cu. 
One possible method is to determine the polarization dependence of 
the quantum yield for IPE. The two basic polarizations for light at 
non-normal incidence are: (1) s-polarized light, in which the polari­
zation vector is perpendicular to the plane of incidence; and (2) p-
polarized light, in which the polarization vector is parallel to the 
plane of incidence. This implies that p-polarized light has a component 
of the polarization vector normal tc the surface as well as a component 
parallel to the surface. S-polarized light, on the other hand, has a 
polarization vector which is entirely parallel to the surface. Due to 
the orientation of the polarization vector with respect to the surface 
normal or some direction in the solid, the quantum yield should be 
This dependence was shown in the work of Lauchc ez_ a^. (35) on IPE 
from epitaxial films of Cu (111) on mica substrates. The yield (Y ) 
? 
for p-polarized light was found to be several times larger than the 
yield (Y_) for s-polarized light. It was also found that the yield 
125 
30. Calculated band structure (APT-O for copper near L. The escap 
condition is given for a work function of 3.2 ev. Evanescent 
final states (////) that satisfy the escape condition are 
also shown 
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ratio (Y /Y ) exhibited a characteristic structure at the photon energy 
P s 
(= 4.1 eV) corresponding to the onset of interband transitions near 
L, and this structure was enhanced at larger angles of incidence. 
In the work presented here, (111) surfaces of Cu single crystals 
were used instead of Cu (111) epitaxial films. The results for the 
yield ratio shown in Fig. 31 were found to be very similar to the results 
of Laucht ^  al. (35), although the overall ratios were somewhat 
smaller. One important feature of Fig. 51 is the fact that the struc­
ture at 4.1 eV does not shift with applied potential ((^^^) . Tbiis 
indicates that the structure is associated with final states that lie 
well above the effective work function as given by Eq. (2.2). 
In order to understand the origin of this structure, it is neces­
sary to examine the optical transitions which give rise to IPE. As can 
be seen in Fig. 30, direct interband transitions can contribute to IPE 
for a range of photon energies above the direct interband threshold 
near L of 4.1 eV. It has been shown (35) that above this threshold, 
the yield ratio (Y /Y ) can be modeled using a theory that involves 
? s 
— J «r ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ J *• -v «p.* aM ^  ^ •» *• ^  O ^ * T T ^ 1 » O a TT> /4 a 1 f^ 
\jLLj.y j-iiuCj. uaiivi u ^  oiio ^  u^wi-io o-xi. «./ 4^«_/  ^^ ^ 
IPE from Au (111) outlined in the previous section, this model includes 
effects due to polarization via the dipole transition matrix elements. 
noj = 4.1 eV) , this model is totally inadequate due to the absence cf j.o 
Bloch final states that satisfy the escape conditions in 2q. (2.2). 
The fundamental problem, therefore, is to identify the final states 
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Figure 31. Work function dependence of the structure in the yield ratio 
(ïp/Yg) for Cu (111). Using light at 50° angle of incidence. 
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thereby give rise to IPE below the onset of direct interband transitions 
near L. 
One possible source of final states for IPE below tbe direct inter­
band treshold would involve relaxation of the k, , conservation condition / / 
due to scattering of photoelectrons by surface inhomogeneities. This 
would allow Bloch final states outside the escape cylinder given by 
Eq. (2.1) to couple to states outside the metal. This is unlikely 
since a breakdown of kyy conservation would allow contributions to the 
IPE yield from transitions between states in equivalent directions but 
with different orientations with respect to the polarization vector of 
the incident light. This would result in a relatively low yield ratio 
since the orientation of the polarization vector with respect to the 
surface normal would be of little significance in determining the 
quantum yield for IPE. Since the yield ratios are much greater than 
unity, the kyy conservation restriction is not significantly relaxed. 
Therefore, onlv final states within the k,, conservation escape cylinder I I  - -
given by Eq. (2.1) can couple to states outside the metal. 
It is also possible that indirect transitions (i.e., transitions 
involving momentum changes other than a reciprocal lattice vector) are 
contributing to the photocurrent at photon energies below 4,1 eV. 
Tills would include intraband transitions (i.e., transitions wirhin 
the same band) in the lower nearly-free-electron band in Fig. 17 and 
indirect interband transitions between this lower band and the upper 
nearly-free-electron band. It can be seen from Fig. 30 that the lower 
band lies below the escane conditions everywhere around L. This 
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implies that this band cannot provide final states for IPE via intra-
band transitions. It is also apparent that the upper band lies at a 
minimum value of 4.0 eV above the Fermi level at L. As a result, only 
indirect interband transitions at photon energies above 4.0 eV con­
tribute to IPE. 
Surface states or surface resonances above the electrolyte level 
could also serve as final states for IPE. A surface state is known to 
exist at approximately 0.4 eV below the Fermi level at L on a Cu (111) 
surface in contact with a vacuum C89). It is unlikely that in the 
presence of adsorbed water molecules> this surface state would be 
shifted upward by approximately 3.6 eV in order to lie above the elec­
trolyte level and serve as a valid final state for IPE. The calculations 
of Ho _et al. (90) indicate that surface resonances are present at a 
Ag-electrolyte interface. These resonances are coupled to the d-bands, 
however, and are located below the Fermi level in Ag. There is no 
concrete evidence that there exist any surface resonances above the 
electrolyte level. This implies that surface resonances do not serve 
as final states for IPE from Cu, 
Evanescent states also could serve as final states for IPE from 
Cu (111) since the electrolyte level lies in the bandgap. These 
they lie in the bandgap and satisfy the escape condition given by 
EG. (2.2), This implies that transitions to evanescent final states 
could give rise to IPE for a range of photon energies below 4,1 eV 
down to the threshold for emission. As discussed previously, these 
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evanescent states are located in the bandgap and exist only on the zone 
face. Because they are localized in the surface region, transitions to 
these evanescent states from Bloch-like initial states need not con­
serve k . However, k,, still must be conserved in the transition, 
z / / 
The evanescent states that satisfy the escape conditions of Eq. (2.2) 
are shown in the shaded area in Fig. 17. 
Yield measurements on a Cu single-crystal cylinder C34) provide 
further evidence that evanescent states are valid final states for IPS. 
In these experiments, very similar polarization-dependent crystallo-
graphic anisotropies are observed for photon energies both above and 
below the direct interband threshold. Such anisotropies would not be 
expected if the photocurrent was due to transitions that involved either 
scattering within the solid (i.e., indirect transitions), or scattering 
at the surface (i.e., relaxation of kyy conservation due to scattering 
from surface inhomogeneities). However, transitions between Bloch 
initial states and evanescent final states would be expected to show 
crystallographic anisotropy since the electronic structure of the metal 
has the same s^Tzmetr}' as the crystal lattice. 
The structure in the yield ratio is due to a transition from 
optical excitations involving evanescent final states to excitations 
involving Bloch final states. It is possible only to define evanescent 
waves that satisfy the escape condition in a time-reversed LZZD picture 
of the one-step model. Strictly speaking, these evanescent waves do 
not exist unless they satisfy the escape condition given by Sq. (2.2). 
Bloch states, on the other hand, are characteristic of an infinite 
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solid, and effects due to the surface are not included. In view of 
these facts, it is somewhat awkward to deal with both Bloch and 
evanescent states simultaneously. However, in the limit of the long 
inelastic scattering lengths that occur at the photon energies used in 
this work, the bulk final states for a semi-infinite solid with a 
surface are Bloch-like in character. This implies it is reasonable to 
make use of the Bloch states characteristic of the infinite periodic 
solid. 
In order to understand how the transition from evanescent final 
state to Bloch final state affects the qnantum yield for IPE- it is 
necessary to break the total photocurrent into Bloch and evanescent 
contributions. In general, one should consider the possibility of 
interference terms between transitions to Bloch final states and 
transitions to evanescent final states. This is not necessary in this 
case since excitations to evanescent final states are totally incoherent 
with respect to Bloch final state excitations. 
This can be illustrated using Fig. 32. Since k/y is conserved 
tions involving a given kyy. For a given photon energy, it is possible 
to make transitions from a particular initial state (specified by k.) 
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tion from a given Bloch initial state (i.e., lower band) is 
inco eicher an evanescenc final scace (i.e., in che oandgap 
at = G/2 or into a Bloch final state (i,e,; upper band); 
but not both 
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=< ® I 4 - ' - I • (4-14) 
it IS a simpxe matcer cnen to write tne evanescent ana cxocn concrxou-
tions to the quantum yield for I?E as shown by: 
ytotal _ Y^loch ^Evanescent 
Using Eq. (4.14), the Bloch contribution to the quantum yield 
(i.e., due to direct interbaad transitions), is given by 
I 31ochj2 2,2 
.bloch _ [ ,3,. l o/. _ ri frf _ . _ ^ // \ 
- I ^ I, I "'"F "in'"I "in " 2m y ' 
out 
In the model for IPE from Au (111) , the matrix elements were assumed 
to be constant. It is net possible to assume constant matrix elements 
in this model, however, since they contain all of the polarization 
dependence. It is also very difficult to determine these matrix 
elements in a one—steo luocît:! clue to the formidable task involved in 
evaluating the wavefunctions as discussed earlier. 
In order to simplify the problem, it will be necessary to examine 
the matrix elements in the optical excitation step of a three-step model 
of photoemission. From Fig. 19, it is evident that the important direct 
interband transitions involved to A^, Q' to Q', and to L^. Using 
group theory to evaluate the dipole selection rules, it can be shown 
that the transitions to A, and to are allowed only for light 
polarized parallel to G,,, (i.e., normal to a (111) surface). Such 
transitions are forbidden for lighc -oolarized oarallel to the (111) 
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surface. Transitions between states of positive parity, on the other 
hand, are allowed for light having a polarization vector in the mirror 
plane. Due to the three-fold rotational symmetry about A. both perpen­
dicular and parallel polarized light satisfy this requirement regardless 
of the plane of incidence. 
It has been shown by Animalu (91) that the increase in the matrix 
element is proportional to kyy away from zero at A (i.e., kyy = 0). 
Making use of the rotational symmetry about A, the square of the matrix 
element is given by (92): 
= CiB + C//S A?/ . (4.17) 
Here C and C,,_ are weighting factors for the differential orienta­
ls / / D 
tiens of the polarization vector. Note that the vector potentials 
(A, and A.y) are those inside the solid. At large angles of incidence, 
the yield for p-polarized light is dominated by the first term in Eq. 
Kn . ( Û. . Tnç niian rijm vipin fnr t)—•nniP.rn 7.RO 1 i p n t is given bv 
n 
. f(3,u) ! A. • -//B-//' -//-
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(4.19) 
Using Eq. (2.7), the evanescent contribution to the quantum yield 
is given by 
I Evanescent I 2 t2,2 
^Evanescent ^ ^ L 8(E^ - )e f E^ - * -
I  1 ^ I F in \ in 2m i k. ! 
(4.20) 
As discussed earlier, the evanescent wavefunctions are identical to 
Bloch wavefunctions in directions perpendicular to (i.e., parallel 
to the surface). Therefore, the matrix element for transitions to 
„ Jlvanescent> .... , , . ... 
evanescent states ; snouia nave a cepenaence on mjj suraiar 
to that for matrix element to Bloch states. By direct analogy with 
Eq. (4.17), the square of the matrix element for transitions to evanes­
cent final states is given by 
<!«?r""°'l'>Avg - + C//S 4/ 4/ • (4-21) 
Here C,^ and Cyy^ are weighting factors for the different orientations 
of the polarization vector. As was the case for Bloch final states, 
the yield for p-polarized light at large angles of incidence is domi-
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For s-polarized light, the first term in Eq. (4.21) is zero and the 
quantum yield is given by 
^Evanescent _ j "//' _ (4.23) 
In order to see how this affects the yield ratio, it is necessary 
to examine the regions of integration in k-space. The limits on the 
integration over initial states (i.e., k^) can be seen by plotting 
several different energy surfaces in k-space. As was the case for Au, 
the rotational symmetry about A reduces the problem to two dimensions 
/ ^ 1 m j a i  o 1 ^  ^  ^  •  •  « t e  A  M  A  M  ^ ^  M  j A  ^  w  w  ^  
. c. , rs. / / , CU.1XJ. i-i — 0/ — rv y. uac wx u iic cv u.<3.u j-wiia taci. J. v cu x u i. 
f  f  ^  
Au in the nearly-free electron model, it is possible to define the 
Fermi surface using Eq. (4.9). Cu will have different values for the 
effective masses (m" ,, ,, and m ), the bandgap (2 I'), and the G,^, / / / / 2 v 
reciprocal lattice vector. The requirement that photoelectrons from 
both Bloch and evanescent final state satisfy kyy conservation generates 
an escape surface given by 
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A], 
> 0 4- . (4.24) 
2m 
For direct interband transitions, the combinacion of energy conservation 
and momentum conservation establishes a constant energy difference 
surface (CEDS) given by Eq. (4.6). For transitions to evanescent final 
states, only momentum parallel to the (111) surface is conserved. 
There is a requirement that for a particular ky y, the evanescent states 
must lie in the bandgap at the zone boundary as can be seen in Fig. 32. 
This gives rise to a modified constant energy difference surface (MCEDS) 
given by 




y( ùj,k) = E^^ 
Using Eqs. (4.6), (4.9), (4.24), and (4.25), it is possible to 
examine the regions of k-space that contribute to the quantum field in 
Eqs. (4.16) and (4.20). The initial and final Bloch states for direct 
interband transitions must lie on the CEDS for a given photon energy. 
In addition, the initial stares must lie within the Fermi surface and 
the final state must satisfy the escape conditions. The restrictions 
on transitions from Bloch initial states to evanescent final states are 
Bloch initial states must lie beneath the Fermi level and the evanes­
cent final states must satisfy the escape condition. The only other 
restriction on evanescent final states is given by the MCEDS. This 
means that for a given k,,, the evanescent final states lie in a range 
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of energies bounded by the upper Bloch band and the escape condition. 
Correspondingly, the Bloch initial states for a given kyy lie within 
a range of k wavevectors bounded by the MCEDS and the escape condition. 
The available initial states (i.e., ) and the corresponding final 
states are shown for several photon energies in Figs. 33-36. Figures 
33 and 34 correspond to photon energies below the interband threshold. 
For photon energies of 3.6 eV and 3.9 eV, only evanescent final states 
are available. With increasing photon energy, the average kyy of the 
initial state decreases. The evanescent contribution to the quantum 
T J r^T-ï^vanes centV . , _ ,, « ^  x . .. , -• ^ yield (y ) as given oy Eq= (4,20) is essentially tne volume of 
k-space corresponding to appropriate initial states (i.e., cross-
hatched area) weighted by the k y y-dependent matrix element. It can be 
seen from Eq. (4.22) that is only slightly weighted by the 
? 
ri ^ J- _ ,, _ ^Evanescent . 
square of kyy. It is apparent from Jiq. (4.2j tnat is 
very strongly weighted by the square of kyy. Since the average kyy 
decreases with increasing photon energy, the evanescent yield ratio 
.„Evanescent ,,,Svanescen-s ^ . . , . . , ^ _ (^ /Y^ ) must increase witn increasing pnoton energ}". 
Ac the onset of direct interband transitions, a significant change 
occurs as shown in Fig. 35, At this point, the CEDS crosses the Fermi 
surface, and there are contributions to the quant-am yield from both 
onset occurs at a value of k,, different from zero. Using the ssme 
/ / 
arguments used for the evanescent vector ratio, Eqs. (4.IS) and (4.19) 
imply that the Bloch vector ratio CY~ /Y ) is at its minimum 
? s 
value at the onset. It is reasonable zo assume that the Bloch yield 
l'igurcî ,'}3. Pos.sible initia] and l'iual. states around L for IPE from Cu (111) at a photon 
energy of 3.6 eV. 'J'he (r/anescent final states that satisfy the escape condition 
for a work function of 3.2 eV are shown. The Blocli initial states are also 
shown :ln the cut through tlie fee reduced Brillouin zone near L exposing: 1) a 
constant energy diflerem^e surface ( ) for a photon energy of 3.6 eV; 
2) a modified cons t^tnt energy difference surface ( —- ); 3) the Fermi 
surfaci? ( - - - - ); and 4) the escape surface ( ) for a work function 
of 3.2 eV. Tlie Blocli initial states involved in transitions to evanescent 
final states are shown in the cross-hatched area. 2.278 eV, m^/m == 
0.3123, m^ y/m = 0. 7] 58, injjy/m = 9.882, 12 j j 1 = 1.738 A" ^  , and = 7.548 eV 
^^3^3 kjdx i 
Flguo(? 34. Possible initial and final states around L for IPE from Cu (111) at a photon 
energy of 3.9 eV, The evanescent final states that satisfy the escape condition 
for a work function of 3.2 eV are shown. The Bloch initial states are also 
shown in the cut through the fee reduced Brillouin zone near L exposing: 1) a 
constant energy difference surface ( ) for a j)hoton energy of 3.9 eV; 
2) a modified constant energy difference surface ( ); 3) the Fermi 
surf ac ( " - " -- ); and 4 ) the escape surface ( ) j'or a work function 
of 3 , 2  eV. The Bloch initial states involved in ti'ansitions to evanescent 
final states are shown in the cross-hatched area. 
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i 
Fj gurc 3!). Possible initial and final states around L for Il'E from Cu (111) at a photon 
energy of 4.1 eV, The evanescent final states thai; satisfy ( he escape condition 
for a work function of 3.2 eV are slio\fn. The Bloch Initial states are also 
shown in the cut through the fee reduced Urillouin zone near I, exposing: 1) a 
constant energy liif f,:!rencc surface ( ) for a plioton energy at 4.1 eV; 
2) a modified constant energy difference surface ( — — ) ; 3) tlie Fermi 
surfaces and /<) the escape surface ( ) for a work function 
of 3.2 eV. 'Jhe Hloch initial states involved in transitions to evanescent 
final states are shown in the cross-hatched area 
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I'lgure 30. Posslblu lultinl îind firai states around L for IPS from Cu (111) at a photon 
energy of 4.8 eV. The (vanescent final states that satisfy the escape condition 
ior a work function of 2 eV are shown. The Bloch initial states are also 
shown in the cut througl the fee reduced Brillouin zone near L exposing: 1) a 
const<':.nt energy di fférer ce surface ( ) for a photon energy of 4.8 eV; 
2.) a modified constant energy difference surface ( — ); 3) the Fermi 
surface anc 4) the escape surface ( ) for a work function 
of 3.2 eV. The Bloch initial states involved in transitions to evanescent 
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ratio at the onset of transitions to Bloch states should be approximately 
equal to the evanescent yield ratio at the onset of transitions to 
evanescent final states since both onsets occur at the same k. and the 
/ /  '  
kyy dependence for matrix elements for both contributions to the yield 
is similar. It is also reasonable to assume that the Bloch final state 
contribution to the yield for a given polarization should be 
much larger than the evanescent final state contribution 
since Bloch states extend much further into the bulk. Using Eq. (4.15), 
the total vector ratio (Y /Y ) above the onset of direct interband 
P S 
transitions should be dominated by the Sloch final state contribution. 
Figure 36 corresponds to a photon energy above . 
The net effect of the onset of direct interband transitions at 
= 4.1 eV should be a sharp decrease in the total yield ratio at 
the onset. Figure 37 illustrates how the difference in the yield ratio 
between transitions to evanescent states and transitions to Bloch 
states At the direct interband threshold gives rise to a discontinuity 
in the total yield ratio. Since the Bloch contribution is dominant 
above the onset of direct interband transitions, the total yield ratio 
would be expected to increase at photon energies above this discon­
tinuity. This would result in an overall dip in the total yield ratio 
with the onset of the dip corresponding to the onset of direct inter-
It is important to note that i-n-th decreasing angle of incidence^ 
the contribution to Y from light Dolarized parallel to the surface 
? 
increases= This would result in an overall decrease in the effects 
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Figure 37. Illustration of how differing evanescent and Bloch contributions to the yield ratio 
niLght be expected to !'iv2 rise to the structure that occurs experimentally in the 
yield ratio 
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described previously since the distinction between Y and Y would 
p s 
then be decreased. This dependence of the size of the structure on the 
angle of incidence has been verified experimentally (35). 
In the preceding considerations, effects due to intrinsic surface 
states as initial states for IPE have been neglected. The presence of 
a surface state on a Cu (111) surface in contact with a vacuum has been 
established by angular resolved photoemission (89). This surface state 
lies approximately 0.4 eV below the Fermi level and exhibits free-
electron- like dispersion in the kyy direction with an effective mass 
(=yy) apprc^ciriately eqvial to that of the bulk band which lies 0.35 eV 
below the surface state. 
Although this surface state is effectively quenched by the presence 
of adsorbed oxygen, there are indications that a surface state can 
survive in the presence of adsorbed water molecules (90). Since this 
surface state lies below the Fermi level in the region near L, it 
could provide additional initial states for IPE. In addition, since 
both the initial surface state and evanescent final states are located 
in the surface region in real space, these additional initial states 
would be expected to have significant effects on the yield below the 
onset of direct interband transitions. 
una CO rne of Lht; st^t6 at L. tna 
element for transitions between the surface state and thft upper Slo"h 
band can be written in a form similar to that used for transitions from 
Bloch initial states as shown by (53): 
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<i^£r'" ' i '>Avg = C,s AÏ + A^/ .  (4.26) 
Here C ^  and Cyy^ are weighting factors for the different orientations 
of the polarization vector. 
Because the matrix element dependence on k,, and k for transitions // z 
from surface initial states is so similar to that for Bloch initial 
states, it should be possible to analyze the effect of initial surface 
states on the yield ratio in the same manner as was done for Bloch 
initial states. Using the same arguments used for Bloch initial states, 
one would predict a sharp decrease in the yield ratio at the photon 
energy corresponding to the onset of surface state to Bloch final state 
transitions. 
As a result of this analysis, one would predict the onset of a dip 
in the yield ratio at the photon energy corresponding to the onset of 
surface state to Bloch state transitions. This structure would corre­
spond to a shift from surface-evanescent to surface-Bloch transitions. 
Although the surface staze. band crosses the Fermi surface at a 
smaller k,,, the upper Bloch band increases very slowly with k// (i.e.. I t '  I I  
large parallel effective mass). As a result, the photon energy corre­
sponding to this onset is approximately equal to the photon energy 
corresponding to the onset of direct interband transitions. This means 
in the yield ratio at approximately the same photon energy as that 
produced by the onset of direct interband transitions. "his makes it 
difficult to determine the relative contributions of Bloch and surface 
initial states. 
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It is apparent from this discussion that the structure in the yield 
ratio is due to a transition from evanescent final states to Bloch final 
states. Although Bloch states undoubtedly serve as initial states for 
this process, it is not possible to exclude the possibility of surface 
states as initial states. In order to gain more information about the 
nature of IPE arising from transitions to evanescent final states, it 
is necessary to modify the interfacial region by the introduction of 
adsorbates. The study of interfacial modification will be discussed in 
the next section. 
D. Adsorbate Effects on In Situ Photoemission from Copper 
In a one-step model of photoemission, the wavefunction matching 
that occurs at the interface clearly implies that the photocurrent 
should be very sensitive to changes in the potential in the interfacial 
region. This should be especially true for evanescent states since the 
corresponding wavefunctions do not extend appreciably into the bulk 
Ox LiiC nicCc-j-. 
One possible vay to modify the interface is through the use of 
adsorbates. Although water -molecules are always adsorbed onto any 
O «wt 1. ^  d V— C. a. Li. Call x— ^  ^ wwjr WN— ^ %./ w A. *—4.*.»--^ * O * 5 
•mz-vloz-'itToc /-\Ti o /-N-v c f- /-\TT^o \ r" X-T 0/"*^ +- MO r . r n  Tn«^"]or»n1oc aT»/4 arJQ 
onto the surface. 
It is important to note that the yield ratio should not be affected 
by changes in the quantum yield that arise due to interference of 
(2.25). This is due co the fact chat che angular discrioutions of 
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photoelectrons excited by p- and s-polarized light are completely 
randomized. Therefore, the capture probability for photoelectrons due 
to different polarizations should be the same. Adsorbate induced 
changes in the hydrogen adsorption step of the capture reaction should 
affect Y and Y identically. 
P s 
The nonequilibrium method of introducing adsorbates used in this 
work may have exposed the Cu (111) surface to a higher concentration 
of adsorbate species than indicated by the final bulk concentration. 
This extra dosing due to the initially inhomogeneous concentration of 
adsorbate species in solution could result in a higher adsorbate surfac 
coverage for adsorbates with a concentration independent rate of desorp 
tion. However, no evidence of such an effect was found in the results 
presented here. 
1. Thiourea 
One molecule which is known to become strongly adsorbed onto both 
Cu and au XIl ctqueoiii» suj.uLxuii3 Lii-i-O-j-i. cê . J-Ti. 
addition, thiourea (T%J) is chsrr.ically stable in acid solutions. The 
adsorption of TU on Cu has ti--o very significant effects on the yield 
y -T ^ O ^ ^ ^ ^ T 
X.C1LXU do oiluwix xii. w. 
yield ratio by approximately a factor of tijo. Such a low yield ratio 
is normally characteristic of clean but relatively rough Cu (111) 
surface. The second major effect is to eliminate almost completely 
the structure in the yield ratio associated with the onset of direct 
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Cu (111) 
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same surface with thiourea adsorbate. The angle of 
incidence of the light is 60°, and the vork function is 
3.Û5 eV. The onset of direct interbana transirions is 
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The effect on the yield ratio due to TU adsorbtion on Cu at a 
slightly more anodic potential (i.e., larger work function) is shown 
in Fig. 39. Note that the overall magnitude of the yield ratio is again 
lowered by a factor of two, and the structure associated with the onset 
of direct interband transitions is almost completely suppressed upon 
adding TU. 
One possible explanation for these effects is that the TU adsorbate 
molecules act to change the reflectivity for p-polarized and s-polarized 
light differently. This could result in a relative increase in the 
amount of s-polarized light absorbed relative to the amount of p-
polarized light absorbed by the Cu sample. The quantum yield (i.e., 
photoelectrons/incident photon) for s-polarized light (Y^) would then 
be expected to increase relative to the quantum yield for p-polarized 
light (y ), resulting in lower yield ratio (Y /Y ). 
p p s 
Such a change in the reflectivity does not occur as shown in 
fig. 40. This indicates that the TU adsorbate molecules are not 
modifying the optical properties at the interface significantly, and 
the amount of light absorbed for both polarizations remains unchanged. 
Therefore, changes in the yield ratio due to TU adsorbate molecules on 
Cu cannot be attributed to modulation of the reflectivity by TU. 
rigurtis 39 iiiid 4G also provide another important piccc cf informa­
tion. The strong change in the structure in the yield ratio (Y /Y ) in 
? s 
conjunction with the absence of change in the reflectivity ratio 
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in the yield ratio is not due to some structure in the reflectivity of 
Cu. 
Since the changes in the yield ratio in Figs. 38 and 39 are not 
due to modulation of the optical properties at the interface, the 
effects must be due to either changes in the electronic structure of the 
solid or modification of the conditions for transmission of photoelec-
trons through the interface due to the TU adsorbate molecules. Although 
the interaction of TU with the Cu might modify the surface state near 
L, it is unlikely that the bulk electronic properties of Cu would be 
affected by the presence of TU adsorbate molecules. This modification 
of the surface state by TU adsorbate molecules does not appear to be 
very strong, however, since all of the effects on the yield ratio can 
be explained in terms of modification of the photoelectron transmission 
conditions at the interface. 
It is possible to understand the overall lowering of the magnitude 
of the yield ratio as well as the suppression of the structure in the 
yield ratio due to the direct interband onset in terms of a relaxation 
of the kyy conservation condition across the interface. In addition to 
the reciprocal lattice vector normal to the Cu (111) surface, there 
are seven other equivalent reciprocal lattice vectors that are 
each of these equivalent reciprocal lattice vectors can supply the 
momentum in a photoexcitation event with the resulting excited electrons 
distributed in an emission cone about the particular reciprocal lattice 
vector as shown in Fig. 41. 
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surface, and the seven other equivalent reciprocal 
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emission cones of exciced photoelectrons associated wich 
these reciprocal lattice vectors are also shovn 
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Conservation of momentum parallel to the surface, however, places 
restrictions on the kyy of electrons inside the solid that can be 
transmitted through the surface. This maximum ky y given by Eq. (2.1) 
defines an escape cylinder that prohibits electrons directed far away 
from the surface normal from contributing to the photocurrent. This 
implies that only transitions about the particular reciprocal 
lattice vector that is normal to the Cu (111) surface are important. 
In considering the polarization dependence in the matrix elements for 
either Bloch or evanescent final states, it is only the orientation of 
the polarization vector with respect to the G,normal to the surface 
that must be considered. 
These arguments are valid only if the kyy conservation condition is 
maintained. If this condition is relaxed substantially by the intro­
duction of scattering centers via surface roughness or strongly bound 
adsorbates, it would be necessary to talœ into account contributions to 
the photocurrent from transitions about the other equivalent n direc­
tions. Since the polarization vector of the incident light would have 
different orientations with resnect to these other equivalent G 
reciprocal lattice vectors, any effects due to the polarization dependent 
matrix elements would be suppressed. When these equivalent reciprocal 
lattice vectors tn rhp phntnriirrent. the net effect is to 
reduce the polarization deoendence because chese eauivalent G— direc-
J-iX 
tions have different orientation with respect to the polarization vector 
of the incident light. 
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Both the overall magnitude of the yield ratio and the direct inter-
band onset structure in the yield ratio arise from the polarization 
dependence in the matrix elements, Tt is reasonable to expect> 
therefore, that relaxation of the kyy conservation restriction would 
result in a smaller overall yield ratio and a suppression of the 
direct interband onset structure in the yield ratio. 
It is evident from this analysis that the TU adsorbate molecules 
strongly affect the conditions for transmission of photoelectrons 
through the interface. The relaxation of kyy conservation restrictions 
p iiw LxJou-cO u J. Oiio ùj ciUoU J-c>ci wC luU _L C C UL _Lca uw 
be the primary mechanism by which these transmission conditions are 
altered. 
2. Halide anions 
The effects on I?E due to the adsorption of halide ions on Hg 
(24,96) as well as Pb, In, Cd, Bi (13) have been studied extensively by 
several Soviet researcners. Déviations trom tiie b/Z Law in dilute 
tien of the potential barrier in the diffuse portion of the double 
layer, chereby affecting the diffusion of solvated electrons and their 
capture rate. It was found, however, that no such deviations from the 
5/2 Law occurred in concentrated electrolytes (i.e.. >0.1 M) upon 
adsorption of halide ions. According to the 5/2 Law threshold model, 
111 p w Jk. <w/ & A. Cfc  ^C i» W L/ jy L.I t W kV L. O X ^ L. ^  ^ O ^ _ii> LJ LA I— JL. W L L 
in uhe double layer since uhe priocoeleccron wavelength is much greater 
than the dimensions of this potential distribution. Since the major 
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effect of halide ion adsorption would be to modify this potential 
distribution in concentrated electrolytes, deviations from the 5/2 Law 
upon the adsorption of halide ions would not be expected. 
The sensitivity of the yield ratio to the presence of TU adsorbate 
molecules on Cu indicates, however, that the photoelectrons are 
affected by changes in the double layer. Figure 42 clearly shows that 
the yield ratio is also sensitive to the presence of adsorbed Br ions. 
It is evident that the effects of Br ion adsorption on Cu are very 
similar to those of TU. Although the effects are not as pronounced as 
those of adsorption of TU on Cu;; the overall lowering of the yield ratio 
and suppression of the direct interband onset structure indicate that 
the adsorbed Br ions also act as scattering centers- that cause a 
partial relaxation of the kyy conservation requirement. The fact that 
the yield ratio was not changed any further by increasing the Br ion 
concentration in the bulk solution indicated that the surface coverage 
of adsorbed Br ions was at a maximum under the conditions of the 
experiment. 
xne effect on the yj-e^-d ratio cue to tne adsorption of % ions on 
a Cu 0.11) surface as a function of the bulk concentration of I in 
solution is shown in Pig. 43. The most obvious effect is that the 
concentration of I ions. As was the case for adsorbed Br ions in 
rig. 46, this decrease is accompanied by a partial suppression of the 
direct interband onset structure in the yield ratio. This agrees with 
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Figure 42. Yield ratio CY^/Yg) for a clean Cu (111) surface and for the 
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Figure 43. Yield ratio (>^/Yg) for a clean Cu (111) surface and for the 
same surface in the presence of iodide anion adsorbats as a 
function of iodide anion concentration in the bulk. A bulk 
concentration of 0.5 M H2SO4 is present for all yield 
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partial relaxation of the kyy conservation condition. It is also 
apparent that the degree to which the kyy conservation condition is 
relaxed increases with increasing bulk concentration and with increasing 
surface coverage of I ions. At very low bulk concentrations (i.e., 
- 8  
10 M), of I ions, the yield ratio is essentially unchanged from the 
curve for a pure 0.5 M H^SO^ electrolyte. This indicates that the 
surface coverage of adsorbed I ions is too low to affect the kyy con­
servation condition. As was the case for adsorbed Br ions, the yield 
-6  
ratio is essentially the same for bulk concentrations of 10 M and 
-5 - . 1 N "VT T "Î C TV» "?C -F- T-* A O O O /-» F O A 
-6 1 ions reaches a maximum at a bulk concentration of 10 M. At a bulk 
-7 -
concentration of 10 MI ions, the overall magnitude of the yield 
ratio lies between the zero surface coverage and maximum surface 
coverage limits. This agrees with a simple model for the adsorption 
isotherm for I ions on Cu which predicts increasing surface coverage 
with increasing bulk concentration. 
uecrabutylaiiinioniuiu cations (T3A) on Kg have been studied extensively 
- ' J  o 1 /O/. O 7 \ ~ --v " -L.  ^CÎW C&U.  \Z,'^  ^  ^  J y m  ^ticj/ .i. V 
the 5/2 Law for bulk concentrations of T3A cations as low as 10 ^ M. 
These deviations were interpreted as being due to the effect of TBA 
adsorption on the electron density near the rnetal surface, 
' f ' /s  ^  ^  ^n -J ^ ^ ^  ^  ^  ^.J  ^A ^ ^ ' I • A  ^  ^^   ^
— ^  ^  V W W w « *  ^ WW A- » » w ^  K./ W  ^4 W kZ* W X. w .A_  ^^   ^ t \y & 
on a Cu (111) surface as a function of the bulk concentration of T3.^ in 
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solution is shown in Figs. 44 and 45. The yield ratio in the absence 
of TBA cations is shown in both figures for comparison. The effects 
due to TBA cations adsorbed on Cu are clearly quite different fro™ 
those due to either TU adsorbate molecules or adsorbed halide ions. 
The most striking feature of Figs. 44 and 45 is the apparent shift in 
the direct interband onset structure to lower photon energies with 
increasing bulk concentration of TBA. The center of the structure for 
bulk TBA concentrations of 10 ^  M is shifted by approximately 0.4 eV 
with respect to the center of the structure in the absence of TBA 
cations. 
One possible interpretation of this shift is that the presence of 
adsorbed TBA cations increases the local density of electrons near the 
surface of the metal. Although this would not be expected to shift the 
Fermi level significantly for the Bloch initial bands, it would be 
expected to increase significantly the occupation of initial surface 
states. This would result in a lower onset of surface state to Bloch 
state transitions, which would shift the corresponding structure in the 
yield ratio to a lower photon energy. If this interpretation is cor­
rect, it indicates that the dip in the yield ratio is due primarily to 
the onset of surface state to Bloch state transitions. 
4. Pyridine 
Pyridine is another neutral molecule which is known to adsorb 
specifically on Cu (C_H,N) (98) . Angular resolved photoeip.ission studies 
(99) indicate that the adsorbed pyridine mclscula is oriented perpen­
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ure 44. Yield ratio (Y /Y ) for a clean Cu (111) surface and for th' 
S2=e surface in the presence of tetrabutylanisoniu™ cation 
adsorbate at bulk concentrations of 10~® M and 10"/ A 
bulk concentration of 0.5 M H2SO/; is present for all yield 
measurements. The angle of incidence of the •polarized li?h 
is 60°, and the work function is 3.05 eV. The onset of 
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Figure 45. Yield ratio (Y^/Yg) for a clean Cu (111) surface Csame as 
J. ^^t A-ry and zor tne surface zn tne presence 
of tétrabutyTaiiïjriorjiaîTi cation acsorbate of 10~- M and 1G~- H. 
A bulk concentration of Q.5 M is present for all 
measurements. Tne angle of incidence of the polarized light 
is 50°, and the vork function is 3.05 eV. The onset of 
direct interband transitions is zarked bv 
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toward the surface. Effects on the yield ratio due to adsorption of 
pyridine on Cu (111) are shown in Figs. 46 and 47. The yield ratio in 
the absence of pyridine is shown in both figures for comparison. As 
shown in Fig. 46, the overall magnitude of the yield ratio is not 
- 8  
affected at low bulk concentrations of pyridine (i.e., 10 M and 
-7 -7 10 M). At a bulk concentration of 10 M, the direct interband onset 
structure seems to be enhanced and shifted to slightly higher photon 
energy. As can be seen in Fig. 47, the overall magnitude of the yield 
ratio is only slightly lower in the presence of higher bulk concentra-
~ô "~5 tions of pyridine (i.e., 10 M and 10 M). However, the direct 
interband onset structure seems to be completely suppressed for both 
higher concentrations. 
It is not possible to explain these results in terms of a relaxa­
tion of the kyy conservation condition or a change in the electron 
density near the surface of the metal. This implies that a more com­
plicated mechanism is involved. 
One possible mechanism would involve a photon-induced electron 
transfer bef.-:een the adsorbed pyridine molecule and the Cu. Such a 
photon-induced charge transfer reaction could have a polarization-
dependent excitation matrix element. A more detailed analysis of this 
R /-N /-V F T** O T-K -T CM T.T -ÎL"! F- ^ A F- ZA /N nay ^  
o  ^vT-x —Î /"w* ~  ^T-» a "im f-r>o y ^2 ^  n r\ 
arising from the adsorption of pyridine involves modifications in the 
electronic structure of Cu near the surface cue to interactions with 
the molecular orbitals of pyridine. Many of the models for surface-
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gure 46. Yield ratio (Yg/Yg) for a clear. Cu (111) surface and for t 
sa=e surface in the presence of pyridine adsorbate at bulk 
concentrations of 10"^ M and 10""^ M. A bulk concentration 
of Q.5 M H2SO4 is present for all yield measurements. The 
angle ox incidence of tne polarized light is 6û", and the 
transitions is ^ narked by 
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enhanced Raman scattering involve coupling between the molecular 
orbitals of the adsorbed Raman scatterer and the electronic states of 
the solid (100). Since pyridine adsorbed on Cu in an electrolyte 
exhibits a large surface-enhanced Raman scattering cross section (98), 
it seems reasonable that this strong coupling could modify significantly 
the electronic states of Cu in the surface region. A much better 
understanding of both surface-enhanced Raman scattering and IPE will be 
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V, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Energy Resolved Situ Photoemission 
The primary goal of this research project was to correlate 
various structures in the quantum yield with features in the electronic 
states of Cu and Au, thereby specifying the energy of certain photo-
electrons prior to transmission, through the interfacial region. This 
correlation was made using three distinctly different methods. First, 
attempts were made to detect the onset of IPE from the d-bands in both 
Cu and .Au. This method was based on the idea that structure in the 
initial density of states should affect the quantum yield for IPE. The 
next method involved modulation of the direct interband contribution 
to IPE from Au by varying the work function. The final method involved 
the use of polarization dependence of the matrix elements for transi­
tions to both evanescent and Bloch final states in Cu. It was 
possible to make use of this method to study the effect on IPS arising 
from modification of the interfacial region by the addition of speci-
X  W D - L 1 .  U »  C \ - I .  
The results of each of these energy-specification methods will be 
summarized in this chapter. In addition, the important implications of 
will include a discussion of the areas of IPE that need to be investi­
gated further as well as some of the experimental and theoretical 
problems of IPE. 
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3. Initial Density of States Effects on IPE 
Due to difficulties in measuring the photon flux, it was not possible 
to correlate unambiguously features in the quantum yield with the onset of 
IPE from the d-bands of Cu and Au. This made it necessary to make use of 
a work function modulation technique which resulted in a differential 
yield (AY/Y) measurement that was independent of the photon flux. The 
differential yield was limited to photon energies below 6.0 eV, however, 
since the sharp decrease in the photon flux resulted in an intolerable 
signal-to-noise ratio above this energy. 
the d-bands with respect to the Fermi level, it is predicted that the 
onset of IPE from d-bands should occur at approximately 5.5 eV for 
Cu and 5.4 eV for Au at a potential of 0.00 Using a very simple 
model for IPS in which the quantum yield is dependent primarily on the 
initial density of states, it was predicted that the onset of IPE from 
/H V» ^  1  ^ V» o •-«-«o  ^^  "r-» o o o L/ W V • • ' ^ CM yy ^ u. .^6^ C* w w 11 
photon energies. 
The experimental results for che differencial yield using (111) 
surfaces of Cu and Au, however, exnibited no such peak. The only char­
acteristic feature was a gradual decrease in the differential yield with 
using a threshold model of I?E similar to che '5/2 Law' theoretical 
model. It was found, however, that the value of the exponent in the 
threshold model could not be determined by fitting the experimental 
data due to other adjustable parameters in the model. 
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Bloch states near L are present for Au (111) at the electrolyte 
level but are absent for Cu (111) at the electrolyte level. This fact 
indicates that the absence of structure in differential yield could not 
be attributed to the lack of Bloch final states within the escape 
conditions imposed by kyy conservation. Further verification of this 
fact was obtained froxa the differential yield measurements using a (110) 
surface of Cu. Although Bloch states exist near K for Cu (110) near 
the electrolyte level, the differential yield exhibited no structure 
characteristic of the onset of I?E from d-bands in the energy range 3.5 
^r \  A A 
The differential yield results for IPE from a Cu (110) surface 
also indicated that effects due to direct interband matrix elements were 
not responsible for the absence of any d-band onset structure. The 
dipole selection rules between initial and final states within the 
escape condition specified by kyy conservation were determined using the 
techniques of group theory. It was found that almost all of the 
transitions between states of high s>Tiimetry located near the symmetry 
line Z were allowed for light polarized parallel to the surface in 
various symmetry planes. Since the differential yield measurements 
for Cu (110) were made using unpolarized light at normal incidence, 
of the incident light were satisfied. Although rhe dipole selection 
rules obtained from group theory do not give any information about the 
strength of the dipole transition matrix elements, it seems unlikely 
that all of the allowed direct interband transitions around Z would have 
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small transition matrix elements. Without detailed calculations of 
these matrix elements using the appropriate wavefunctions, it is not 
possible to completely eliminate this possibility. 
The possibility of polarization dependence in the matrix elements 
for transitions from the d-bands in Cu to evanescent states also was 
investigated. Since the final states around A that satisfy the kyy 
escape condition are all located in the band gap at energies near 
the electrolyte level, only evanescent final states are allowed for 
IPE from Cu (100). In order to determine if the matrix elements for 
transitions from the d-bands to these evanescent final states exhibited 
any dependence on the orientation of the polarization vector of the 
incident light, differential yield measurements were made using a (100) 
surface of Cu with unpolarized light at normal and 45° angle of incidence. 
It was found that the differential yield exhibited no structure that 
could be correlated with the onset of I?E from d-bands for any angle of 
incidence. 
The effect of the size of the work function modulation on the dif-
^ n ^ T ^ ^  -T ^ ^ ^ % 4- ^ r- ^ ^ -v ji a.'w-i-va. ^ A. w Ct a ^ i&(_« L. 
differential yield increased with increasing modulation amplitude, 
but that no extra structure appeared in the differential yield as a re-
o kA-L. L. v JL u I ic o. :.iv. cva luv  ^la \ua. <3 c. a. li. CLiuy ^ -L u • 
no a. v/ cucoc CJ*», i-.CiA£> j-v c j.-.t v CO j-^ci u a.w lxc» > c woo u Oi. ^  AICN-;. 
TO? ^ o i ? c v-» /n 11 % o 
using a differential yield measurement. The absence of d-CiauJ onset 
structure was not related to the lack of Sloch final states above the 
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electrolyte level, nor was it due to dipole transition matrix element 
effects. 
The most obvious explanation for the absence of any d-band onset 
structure in the differential yield is that the onset occurs at a 
photon energy different from that predicted by Eq. (4.1). Since the 
position of the top of the d-bands with respect to the Fermi level 
in both Cu and Au has been determined accurately from vacuum 
phctcamissicn studies (84,86), this would imply that the value 
of 3.2 eV for Aw as determined from the "5/2 Law" threshold model is 
o 
incorrect. This seems unlikely, however, since a value of 3.28 eV 
was determined for using the differential yield technique to mod­
ulate the direct interband contribution to IPE from Au. 
Since it appears that the numerical values for and Aw in 
Eq. (4.1) are approximately correct, the absence of any d-band onset 
structure in the differential yield must be due to other factors. 
The photocurrent measurements for vacuum photoemission indicate that 
the onset of photoemission from the d-bands in Cu gives rise to a 
detectable increase in the photocurrent. This increase, however, 
occurs over a photon energy range of approximately 0.4 eV. It is pos­
sible that a differential yield measurement would not be as sensitive 
to such a gradual increase in the quantum yield. In addition, the 
signal-to-noise difficulties caused by the rapid decrease in the 
photon flux at photon energies near ô.O eV could make it difficult 
to observe any broad structure in the differential yield due to the 
onset of IPE from d-bands at 5.5 eV. 
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The absence of d-band onset structure in the differential yield 
could be related to the nature of the measurement itself. The differ­
ence in the yield (AY) for two different work functions corresponds to 
photoelectrons that are emitted into the solution at energies less 
than the work function modulation amplitude above the electrolyte 
level (i.e., - 0 < A 6). Since these photoelectrons have the least 
excess kinetic energy of all of those emitted, they would be expected 
to become thermalized at a distance substantially smaller than the mean 
thermalization distance for all of the photoelectrons. As a result 
of this very short thermalization distance (i.e., less than 10A), these 
low energy photoelectrons would have a higher probability of recombining 
with the emitter electrode. This would decrease the low energy photo-
electron contribution to the photocurrent, thereby broadening any 
structure in the quantum yield arising from the onset of IPE from 
d-bands. This effect does not appear to be that significant since 
the work function modulation technique is successful in detecting the 
direct interband contribution to IPE from Au as will be discussed in the 
The absence of structure in the differential yield due to the onset 
of IPE from the d-bands in Cu and Au is probably due to a combination of 
in the initial density of states (e.g. d-bands) cannot be used to specify 
the energy of photoelectrons prior to transmission through the inter-
facial region. This makes ir necessary to investigate other methods 
of photoelectron energy specification in IPE. 
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C. Direct Interbaxid Contribution to IPE from Gold 
Using the work function modulation technique described previously, 
structure was observed in the differential yield for Au as a function 
of photon energy. The discontinuity in the slope of the differential 
yield was found to shift to higher photon energy with increasing work 
function, indicating that it was associated with final states near 
the electrolyte level. 
À discontinuity in the slope of the differential yield at the 
appropriate photon energy was predicted using a theoretical model for 
IPE that included both a direct i.nterband contribution vrith constant 
matrix elements and a Drude background contribution. In this model, a 
value of 3.28 eV for the work function at zero applied potential (A 
was found to give the best agreement with experimental data. 
The excellent agreement between this theoretical model and the 
experimental results for the differential yield indicate that the direct 
interband contribution to IPE from Au can be modulated by varying the 
work function. As mentioned in the previous section, the fact that the 
 ^^  ^  ^  ta ate C/  ^  ^^  A»*  ^^  V. ^ Xi,L U C W C t» C . w C _Lii CX  ^
ferential yield measurement indicates that broadening of structure due 
to the recombination of very low energy photoelectrons (i.e., less than 
probability for recombination with the metal, and therefore the mean 
solvation distance (< X », is independent of the excess kinetic 
energy of the photoelectron. This conclusion is supported by the results 
of Neff ^ èt al. (69) in which K > was found to be approximately 
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independent of the initial excess kinetic energy of the photoelectron 
up to approximately 0.6 eV. 
The success of the differential yield measurement in detecting 
the direct interband contribution to IPE from Au indicates that the work 
function modulation technique can play a significant role in identifying 
the various contributions to IPE. Further development of this technique 
will provide for improved photoelectron energy specification in IPE 
under a much wider variety of conditions. 
D. Onset of Direct Interband Transitions in Copper 
It was found that the quantum yield for IPE from a Cu (111) 
surface was dependent on the orientation of the polarization of the 
incident light with respect to the surface normal. At approximately 
60° angle of incidence, the yield for p-polarized light (Y ), which 
has a component of the polarization vector normal to the surface, was 
found to be three to four times larger than the yield for s-polarized 
\ I y WHJ.U11 WLiJ-v a. OJL ciic: pOj_â.rxZ«àû j_On vcCuOi, 
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significant structure at the photon energy corresponding to the onset 
+"Vv o 4 Ti X 4 f f f- 4 3 1 4^al^  — v ATI -^'n4c T.7ac 
found not to shift with changing work function. This indicated that 
the structure was not associated with final states near the electrolyte 
level. 
Tt  ^ /4 +- rv o -vr^  1 a 4 7-1 t-'n4c c t-no % f" T.73 c 
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Bloch and evanescent final states. Making use of the kyy and k^ de­
pendence of the initial and final state wavefunctions, it was possible 
to model the k-dependence of the dipole transition matrix elements 
between: 1) Bloch initial states and Bloch final states (i.e., direct 
interband transitions); 2) Bloch initial states and evanescent final 
states; 3) surface initial states and Bloch final states; and 4) sur­
face initial states and evanescent final states. Using the formalism 
developed by Schaich (92) and Animaiu (91), the squares of the 
matrix elements for all of these transitions were found to be independent 
of k for polarization vectors perpendicular to the (111) direction 
inside the solid (i.e., parallel to the (111) surface). For polari­
zation vectors parallel to the (111) direction inside the solid (i.e., 
perpendicular to the (111) surface), the squares of the matrix elements 
were found to be proportional to the square of the wavevector parallel 
t o  t h e  s u r f a c e  ( k y y ) .  
Since p-polarized light at large angles of incidence results in a 
polarization vector inside the solid that is primarily perpendicular 
+• / •*  i -T t  a  - Î+ -  1 1  <4  r \ aTT- iT i r r  c  v i  - r n  a  ^  o  i  r»  — 
stant matrix elements (i.e., independent of k_). Since s-polarized 
light results in a polarization vector inside the solid parallel to the 
surface hovver it excitC" transition" with ccrrcs^cndinz scuarcs of 
 ^^  ^^  ^1  ^^  V» ^ ^  ^ /-X +- nw  ^  ^ *- T-» Uid Ui A. r-* I t-" I Iir-*  ^ i. C. W c. li C J. f\. y y * tv U. 
dispersion of the bands for both Bloch and surface initial states, 
average kyy of all the valid evanescent final states for I?E from Cu 
tends to decrease with increasing photon energy. Similarly, the 
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average kyy of all the valid Bloch final states from Cu tends to 
cecrease with increasing photon energy. Due to the fact that the 
quantum yield for both p- and s-polarized light is evaluated by 
integrating over all and kyy, this implies that the quantum yield 
for s-polarized light increases with increasing photon energy at a 
slower rate than does the quantum yield for p-polarized light. There­
fore, the yield ratio increases with increasing photon energy due 
to both Bloch and evanescent final state contributions. 
Both the onset of direct interband transitions and the onset of 
surface-state to Bloch-state transitions occur away from L at non­
zero kyy. As a result, the contribution to the yield ratio due to 
Bloch final states at either onset gives rise to a yield ratio that is 
much smaller than that due to the evanescent final states. This dis­
continuity in the different contributions to the yield ratio should 
cause a dip in the yield ratio at the onset of direct interband or 
surface—to—Bloch tïariâxuj-Oùà if 1L is assumed thaL Bloch fiiicil states 
contribute more to the total quantum yield than evanescent final states. 
It was found that the onset for direct interband transitions 
occurs at approximately the same photon energy (i.e., 4.1 eV) as the 
onset of surface-to-Bloch transitions for the surface state located 
near L on Cu (111). This made it impossible, based on the preceding 
analysis alone, co determine whether che structure in the yield ratio 
was due to the onset of direct interband transitions or the onset of 
surface-state to Bloch-state transitions. 
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In addition to the dependence of the size of this onset structure 
(i.e., onset of either Bloch to Bloch transitions or surface to Bloch 
transitions) in the yield ratio on the angle of incidence, it was found 
that surface topography also played an important role in determining the 
size of the structure. In order to observe the structure, it was nec­
essary to use single crystal Cu (111) surfaces that were smooth on the 
order of the wavelengths of the emitted photoelectrons. Slight roughening 
of the surface through anodic dissolution significantly decreased the mag­
nitude of the yield ratio and suppressed any structure in the yield 
ratio. 
This dependence on surface topography was attributed to a relax­
ation of the escape condition imposed by kyy conservation. In 
addition to the reciprocal lattice vector normal to the surface, the 
incident light also excited transitions in other equivalent regions of 
k-space with different orientations with respect to the polarization 
2'^  <=> ir nonn-irTon PT TfscT: i V0J."V "OT'ev'en'C ed 
these other equivalent regions of k-space from contributing to the quan­
tum yield and allowed only photoelectrons directed near the surface 
normal to escaoe. Breakdown of this k . . conservation condition due to 
/ /  
scattering of photoelectrons by charge inhomogeneities induced by sur­
face roughness would allow these other equivalent regions to contribute. 
This would destroy the significance of the orientation of the polari­
zation vector with respect to the surface normal, thereby eliminating 
polarization dependence in the quantum yield. 
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E. Adsorbate Effects on In Situ Photoemission 
Using the feature in the yield ratio that corresponds to the trans 
ition from evanescent; final scaces co Bloch Zloal states (i.e., the 
onset of direct interband transitions), the energy cf certain photo-
electrons could be specified prior to transmission through the inter-
facial region. This energy specification was then used to follow the 
effects of interfacial modification on the condition for transmission 
of photoelectrons through the interface. The interfacial region was 
modified by introducing into the solution various species that 
tended to displace the weakly adsorbed water molecules and specifically 
adsorb onto the Cu surface. 
1. Thiourea 
The first molecule which was used to modify the interfacial 
region was thiourea (TU). The introduction of TU molecules at a 
-4 
concentration of 10 M into the bulk solution containing 0.5M H^SO^ 
resulted in two major changes in the yield ratio. The most dramatic 
change was an overall decrease in the yield ratio by approximately a 
factor of two. The second effect was to eliminate almost completely ar 
structure in the yield ratio at che photon energy corresponding to the 
onset of direct •fnterband transitions. 
In order to make sure chat these changes were not due to changes 
in the amount of p-polarized light absorbed relative to the amount of 
s-polarized light absorbed, it was necessary nc measure the reflectivit 
ratio (R /R ) as a function of photon energy for a "clean" Cu surface 
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and one in the presence of TU adsorbate molecules. Since the re­
flectivity ratio was unchanged by the addition of TU to the solution, 
it was determined that the changes in the yield ratio arising from TU 
adsorbate molecules on Cu were not due to a modulation of the reflectivity 
by TU. This result also indicated that the structure in the yield 
ratio itself was not due to some polarization dependent reflectivity. 
These changes in the yield ratio arising from the presence of 
adsorbed TU were explained in terms of a change in the conditions for 
photoelectron transmission through the interfacial region. The most 
important change in the transmission conditions was a partial relaxation 
of kyy conservation. This breakdown in kyy conservation could be 
attributed to scattering of photoelectrons by TU adsorbate molecules. 
As a result of these scattering events, photoelectrons which would not 
normally satisfy the kyy conservation condition either gain or lose the 
proper amount of kyy such that they can escape. Similarly, photo­
electrons which would normally satisfy the k,, conservation condition I I  
are scattered out of the escape cylinder. 
As was the case for roughened surfaces, the relaxation of kyy due 
to scattering by adsorbed TU molecules tends to allow excitations from 
equivalent regions of k-space to contribute to the quantum yield. The 
•»» o 1 T-N i-N ra T on Tk-nz-vT* +•-: -n rr ^ r* ooo 4 -n 
regions of k-space have orientations with respect to the polarization 
vector of the incident light that are substantially different from the 
orientation of the surface normal reciprocal lattice vector with respect 
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conservation results in a decrease in the dependence of the quantum 
yield on the orientation of the polarization vector with respect to the 
surface normal (i.e., p-polarized and s-polarized light). 
The effects on the yield ratio arising from the adsorption of TU 
on Cu (111) indicate, therefore, that photoelectrons are very sensitive 
to changes in the potential barrier in the interfacial region. This means 
that under proper experimental conditions, IPE can be used as a sen­
sitive probe of this interfacial region. 
2. Halide anions 
It was found that the introduction of Br at a concentration of 
-6 10 M into the 0.5M electrolyte produced changes in the yield ratio 
for IPE from Cu that were very similar to those found for TU. The effects 
were not as pronounced as those due to the adsorption of TU. However, the 
overall lowering of the yield ratio and suppression of the direct inter-
band onset structure indicated that the adsorbed Br anions served as 
L.II d u. ^ CO CLu. u u- a. ^CLJ. ^ J- / 
conservation condition. It also was found that increasing the bulk 
concentration of Br anions to 10 M did not change the yield ratio 
any further. This implied that the surface coverage was not affected 
— —6 — 3 
by a change in the bulk concentration of Br from 10 M to 10 M. 
The effect of the bulk concentration of I ions in the Û.5M H^SO^ 
electrolyte on the yield ratio also was studied. It was found that 
the yield ratio was unchanged by the introduction of I ions at a concen-
-8 .  .  -
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and suppress slightly the onset structure. Increasing the I bulk con-
-6  -
centration to 10 M enhanced these effects. As was the result for Br 
anions, increasing the I bulk concentration further to 10 "M did not 
result in any further changes in the yield ratio. These results indi­
cated that the surface coverage of adsorbed I anions increased with 
— Ô increasing bulk concentration up to a maximum value of 10 M. This does 
not preclude the possibility that a phase transition of adsorbed I anions 
could occur at higher bulk concentrations, resulting in a higher surface 
coverage. Such a possibility would require further study. 
3. Tetrabutylammonium cations 
The effect of the bulk concentration of tetrabutylanmonium 
cations (TEA) in 0.5M H^SO^ on the yield ratio for IPE from Cu (111) 
also was studied. As was the case for I , the addition of TBA at a 
concentration of 10 ^  had no effect on the yield ratio. At higher con­
centrations, however, the structure in the yield ratio corresponding to 
the transition from evanescent final states to Bloch final states was 
found to shift to lower photon energies. This shift increased with 
increasing bulk concentration of TBA from 10 M to 10 M. 
Unlike the changes in the yield ratio due to TU and the halide 
electron transmission through the interface (i.e., relaxation of "k . ^ 
conservation). It was proposed that this shift was due to an increase 
in the local density of electrons near the surface of the metal due to 
the presence of the TBA cations. This resulted in an increased occu-
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ation of initial surface states, thereby shifting the onset of 
surface-state to Bloch-state transitions and the corresponding struc­
ture in the yield ratio to a lower photon energy. Although this inter­
pretation is very conjectural, it indicates that the structure in the 
yield ratio is due primarily to the onset of surface-state to Bloch-state 
transitions.- Further study of the potential dependence of changes in 
the yield ratio arising from TEA on Cu (111) should be useful in 
whether or net this interpretation is correct. 
4. Pyridine 
The effect of the adsorption of pyridine molecules on Cu (111) 
on the yield ratio was studied as a function of the bulk concentration 
of pyridine in 0.5M H^SO^ electrolyte. The yield ratio remained 
-8 -7 
unchanged for bulk concentrations of 10 M and 10 M pyridine. At a 
- 6  bulk concentration of pyridine given by 10 M, however, the onset 
structure in the yield ratio was almost completely suppressed with 
-5 increase in the bulk concentration of pyridine to 10 M did not appreci­
ably change the yield ratio any further. 
Because the magnitude of the yield ratio did not decrease, the sup­
pression of the onset structure in the yield ratio due to the presence 
of pyridine adsorbate molecules could not be ascribed to a partial 
relaxation of ky^ conservation. This implied that a more complicated 
mechanism was involved in the suppression of this onset structure. One 
---- J attributed the change in the vie] ^ 
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molecule and the Cu. Another proposed mechanism involved modification 
of the electronic structure of Cu near the surface due to inter­
actions with the molecular orbitals of pyridine. It was not possible 
to use either of these mechanisms to outline a straightforward explanation 
of the pyridine adsorbate-induced changes in the yield ratio. 
F. Future Directions 
In order to make full use of IPE as a probe of the solid-liquid 
interface, there are several problems which must be overcome. Perhaps 
the most limiting problem is the lack of a one step model of IPE that 
realistically includes effects due to excitation between electronic 
states within the solid, transmission through the interfacial region, 
and thermalization by means of energy loss mechanisms in the solution. 
The '5/2 Law* threshold model of IPE does not deal adequately 
with the electronic states inside the solid, or with the very short 
mean free path of photoelectrons in the solution during thermalization. 
TD additTO'n. rnp assn^nrinn i ? ttiphp i n rnis rnTAshnln Tnonp" rn^r r n P 
photoelectron is insensitive to the potential barrier at the inter­
face between a solid and a concentrated electrolyte because the 
wavelength of the emitted photoelectron is much longer than the width 
of the potential barrier. The results presented in this dissertation 
concerning the effect of adsorbates on the yield ratio for Cu (111), 
however, clearly indicate that the photoelectron is sensitive to changes 
in the potential barrier. 
A more suitable one-step model of IPE can be formulated using the 
conceocs from the one-sceo model of Dnotoemission from a solid into a 
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vacuum. This would allow one to include the bulk and surface electronic 
states of the solid as well as transitions between these states, in a 
more realistic manner. In addition, it might be possible to model the 
energy loss mechanisms of the photoelectrons in the solution during ther-
malization by introducing a complex wavevector in the photoelectron wave-
function outside the solid. By direct analogy with the one-step model 
of vacuum photoemission, the inelastic scattering length of the photo-
electron above the electrolyte level in solution could be related to the 
imaginary part of this complex wavevector. 
In such a one-step model of IPE, it would be necessary to model the 
shape of the potential barrier in the interfacial region because this 
region is where the wavefunctions inside the solid must be matched to 
the wavefunctions outside the., solid. In view of the sensitivity of the 
yield ratio to changes in the potential barrier at the interface, it 
is not possible to neglect structure in the potential barrier in the 
double layer. This means that the step potential barrier used in the 
'5/2 Law' threshold model is probably inadequate. 
Following the successful development of a one-step model of IPE, 
it should then be possible to determine the effects of modification of 
the potential barrier at the interface due to the introduction of 
specifically-adsorbed species. Due to the lack of such a one-step model, 
the interpretation of changes in the yield ratio due to t.iie presence of 
various adsorbed species was severely limited. 
face is the absorption of the incident light by the solution prior to 
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reaching the surface of the emitter electrode. In the case of aqueous 
electrolytes, this limits the incident light to photon energies less 
than 6.2 eV. Tn.is problem can be overcome by iJJ.iminatinff the back-side 
of a thin metal film that had been evaporated on a window transparent at 
photon energies higher than 6.2 eV (e.g., sapphire, LiF, etc.). The 
front side of the thin film would be in contact with the electrolyte in 
a standard electrochemical cell. This would allow the use of photon 
energies up to the onset of adsorption of light by the window on which 
the thin film was evaporated. The use of such a technique would preclude 
UiiC ox uaxiig dxix^-uc ^x^occix xii a.»a«-txux«^i.i., uiicx c 
might be difficulties involved in preventing homogeneous photochemistry 
from occurring in the electrolyte near the surface of the film (i.e., 
within a distance characterized by the inverse of the adsorption coef­
ficient of the electrolyte). 
The problem of photoelectron energy specification in IPE has been 
cealt uitn in this dissertation. The use of the features in the elec­
tronic states of the solid to specify the energy of photoelectrons prior 
to transmission through the interfacial region has been proven no be a 
useful technique. From the results presented in this dissertation, it 
appears that the quantum yield for IPE is very sensitive to effects due 
uO UXxCUU xiiccj. udi-iu. ux cL^o X L.XUXI.O • xixxo xiuuxxca (.iiou uiio 
of photoelectron energy using effects due to direct incerband transitions 
will provide a useful technique in IPS studies in the future. 
One area which requires further investigation is the direct inter-
band contribution to IPE from Au (111). The effects of modification 
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of the interfacial potential barrier on this contribution could be studied 
by introducing specifically-adsorbed species into solution. Since the 
—^  /I "^ 7 4 <4 frM* Ail 1 1 1  ^ r*r>T"T"OQT>OT^ f^ Q 
to vary low energy photoelectrons, it should be possible to detect 
changes in the transmission characteristics for these photoelectrons by 
examining changes in this structure. 
Another area which requires further investigation is the transition 
from evanescent final states to Bloch final states in IPE from Cu (111). 
In addition to studies of changes in the yield ratio due to adsorbed 
species as a function the potential of the emitter with respect to the 
reference electrode, comparison of these adsorbate studies with other 
adsorbate sensitive techniques (e.g., cyclic voltammetry, ellipsometry, 
differential capacitance, etc.) could prove to be useful. 
The outlook for future solid-liquid interfacial studies using.IPE is 
quite good. If some of the previously mentioned theoretical problems 
r» ^  T 4- T.T-Î4-T-1 -»+- T.T*1 1 ! KO T"U-\ CCTf^ lO tT) liCO a C A 
sensitive probe to the interactions that occur at a solid-liquid interface 
(e.g., specific adsorption, charge transfer, etc.). This will make the 
use of IPE invaluable in the study of this extremely complicated inter­
face. 
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VI. APPENDIX; ELECTROCHEMISTRY 
A. Equilibrium at a Solid-Liquid Interface 
At a metal-electrolyte interface, the character of the conduction 
changes from electronic conduction in the metal to ionic conduction in 
the electrolyte. Conduction across the interface is carried out by 
means of some electrochemical charge transfer reaction. The equilibrium 
condition for charged species (i) at the interface between a metal and 
the electrolyte is given by (25) 
,metal ..electrolyte 
"i " (A.l) 
where 
u 
/ 3 G 
i { o n  
?,T,n^#n^ 
is the electrochemical potential. Here G is the free energy, n^ is the 
number density of the charged sûecies (i) in the siven phase, ? is the 
pressure, and T is the temperature. 
The electrochemical potential CI,.) can be separated into contri­
butions due to the electrostatic potential (ô) and the chemical potential 
(U ^ ) in the given phase as shown by 
=  ^ ^ 4 -  z F C  ( A . 2 )  
where z is the charge per chemical species and F is the Faraday. The 
chemical potential can be rewritten as 
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Ui = u° + (RT)ln(a^) (A. 3) 
where is the activity of the species (i) in the given phase and 
R is the universal gas constant. 
At a metal-electrolyte boundary, an electrostatic potential 
difference is generated by the transfer of charge across the boundary. 
There is also a change in the chemical potential across the boundary 
which is related to the differing chemical composition of the two 
phases. In order to maintain equilibrium across the interface, the 
electrochemical potential must remain constant across the interface. 
Differences in the electrostatic potential are compensated for by 
differences in the chemical potential. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure the electrostatic 
potential difference between two different phases. This is due to the 
fact that the electrostatic potential as a function of position (r) is 
defined in terms of the energy required to bring a test charge from 
infinity up to the position (r). The electrostatic potential as defined 
here is a macroscopic quantity which does not include effects due to 
short-range interactions with individual atoms, molecules, etc. in a 
given phase. If the charged chemical species stays in a given phase 
(p>-g. - plpctron? In a short rsnge int^rsct^'ons do not 
change, and the overall electrostatic potential ( 9 )  does not depend 
on them. However, if the charged species change phases, these short-
range interactions also change for the charged species. It is then 
T-« c cp'nv  ^ rro n T> ^  o-»"rao 4'^ ^^  
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crossing the boundary between the phases. Since the exact nature of 
these interactions is unknown, in general, the electrostatic potential 
difference between the two different phases cannot be measured. 
It is possible, however, to measure the potential difference 
between two electrodes. This is due to the fact that the charged 
species (i.e., electrons) remain in the same phase for both electrodes. 
This makes it possible to establish a relative potential scale with 
respect to a reference electrode which is in equilibrium with the 
electrolyte via some electrode reaction. Using this relative scale, 
the electrostatic potential of an electron in a working electrode is 
given by the potential of the working electrode with respect to 
the reference electrode. Making use of Eq. (A.2), the difference in 
the electrochemical potential between the reference and working 
electrodes is given by 
_ 'T — > f K  /. \  
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solution in an electrochemical cell with a potential difference 
applied between them, the electrochemical potential (J, chemical 
•^V»o 00 o -ÎT-» A R TT c-î o r* t* i r^ry f-'no a 1 — 
chemical potential of the reference electrode has been set to zero. 
The changes in the electrosraric and chemical potentials at the metal-










Figure 48, Variation in the electrochemical potential 
potential (%*_), and the electrostatic potential (ç) acr 
tne chemical 
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aetal electrolyte interfaces were chosen arbitrarily s-'^ce 
tnese cnanges cannot be measured 
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be measured. The electrochemical potential is constant throughout the 
system except across the battery and across the interface between the 
working electrode and the electrolyte since these two situations cor­
respond to non-equilibrium conditions. 
The electrochemical potential (^g_) described here corresponds 
to the Fermi level (E^j used in solid state physics. The primary 
differences between the two quantities are: 1) refers to a single 
electron while refers to a mole of electrons; and 2) different 
reference systesm are used for the two quantities (25). The relation­
ship between the Fermi level and the electrochemical potential is 
given by 
- K;,;) (A-5) 
where is measured with respect to the electrochemical potential 
of the reference electrode and is measured with respect to the 
vacuum level. Here K . corresponds to the energv required to bring an ret * o. 1 
electron from the Fermi level of the reference electrode to the vacuum 
level outside the electrode. For differeni: reference electrodes, 
differences in K . are comoensaced for bv differences in che oosicions 
ret 
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ret 
the normal hydrogen electrode using experimentally known quantities and 
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Making use of this relationship between and ù ^ , it is possible 
to define the Fermi level of an arbitrary electrode (E_) with respect to 
iTSf 
\jx. ovymc CU-CK. u j. j aa oiivwii uy 
(j-') 
Note that the position of the Fermi level with respect to the vacuum 
level is dependent only on with respect to the vacuum level and 
the applied potential (c+j^^jr) with respect to the reference electrode. 
B. Reference Electrodes 
In order to be useful, a reference electrode must be non-
polarizable. This means that the electrode reaction which establishes 
equilibrium between the reference electrode and the electrolyte should 
be capable of transferring charge across the interface at a relatively 
high rate without changing the potential of the reference electrode. 
In a realistic situation, this means that reference electrodes are 
u V J. V \c_L_y \^jw cii u x c. • 0.11 d-L • LllJLb 
that in addition to the working and reference electrccas in sn slectro-
cheraical cell; it is necessary to include a third (i.e., counter) 
1 ^  -V® /J ^ ' ; ' U* ^ ^ •*- ^ O <-* «"3 ^ - «—k —» ^ ^ ^ ^ \ ^ « 
•«k» a. «W* ^ <*«•» ta. -«H» ^ s.* ^ ^ .W*.  ^^ W W W ^ Am 
electrode so that the reference electrode need not carry large current 
densities. Due to the low current densities used in the work presented 
in this dissertation, however, it was possible to combine the counter 
and reference electrodes in a two-electrode arrangement. 
t3l A r*OTT\7PT1 1 OT> 3 1 r»0 olo/-»^"r-rv/-io "lO +-T-»o -r* »-N -VT-»-» o 1 « X -w ^  r> o»-» 
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electrode (NEE). It consists of a large surface area platinum electrode 
in a saturated solution (1 atmosphere) containing a 1 Molar concen-
-L 
tration of hydrogen ions (E^O ). The equilibrium reaction for a NÛJt is 
given by 
Zsf . + 2e" ^ , z (A.8) 
solution metax 2 . ^. 
solution 
Another commonly used reference electrode is the saturated calomel 
electrode (SCE), which is related to the NHE by 
* = 9 - 241 mV (A.9) 
where ? _ is the potential of an electrode measured with respect to 
a SCE and 4) is the potential measured with respect to a NHE. 
C. Double Layer 
Due to the change in the character of the conduction at a metal-
electrolyte interface, excess charge accumulates at the interface. This 
gives rise to a double layer which acts like a parallel slate capacitor 
wJ.L.11 vu uiiw v— 
che charge distribucion in the double layer is shown in Figure 49. 
On the metal side of the boundary, the spatial extent; of the 
excess charge is limited to the penetration depth of the static field 
arising from the solution ions and dipoles. An estimate of this pene­
tration depth can be obtained from the predictions of models using a 
free electron gas. At a surface, the electron density fal: 
to iO % of its bulk value over a distance of 0.34 Fermi wavelength 
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49. Model of the double layer at a metal-electrolyte interface 
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anions (negative ions), and specifically adsorbed anions, 
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chosen and will depend in general on the electrostatic 
potential difference across the double layer 
2u0 
(i.e., approximately 1.8 S) (103). 
The counter-charge on the solution side of the boundary has a 
somewhat larger spatial extent. ïhis is aue to several factors. In 
solution, the charge is localized on ions. The physical size of these 
ions and their accompanying shells of solvent molecules causes the 
charge distribution to be spread over a distance of several Angstroms. 
In addition, the lower number density of charge carriers in solution 
20 3 (i.e., approximately 10 ions/cm in a i Molar solution) as compared 
with the number density of electrons in the metal (i.e., approximately 
10'^" electrons/cm"') results in a longer screening distance in the 
solution. 
It is convenient to separate the solution side of the double 
layer into different regions. The first region is characterized by the 
inner Helmholtz plane (IH?), corresponding to the location of the 
electrical centers of ions directly in contact with the metal surface. 
•T'tto ZS ^>^0 "^2.CiiU£ Cf 3. ÏC" 'i C-, 
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approximately 2 A). These ions are specifically adsorbed, which implies 
short-range interactions with the meral other than electrostatic attrac­
tion are involved. Although these specifically adsorbed ions displace 
solvent molecules (e.g., water molecules) from the surface, the majority 
of the surface (i.e., more than SO %) remains covered with solvent 
molecules (104). In the case of aqueous electrolytes, specifically 
adsorbed species tend to be anions (i.e., negative ions), large cations 
(i.e., -positive ions), and organic molecules C105"). 
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characterized by the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). This is the distance 
of closest approach of the centers of solvated ions. The characteristic 
distance involved is given by the radius of a solvated ion (i.e.. typi-
o 
cally less than 7 A). The OHP and IHP comprise what is known as the 
compact part of the double layer, which is often treated theoretically 
as a single sheet of charge at some mean distance from the electrode. 
The accumulation of charge in the metal and in the compact part 
of the double layer is compensated by a diffuse layer of ions at 
distances further away from the surface than the OHP. This diffuse 
JLO.^ CO. W.L oil CAV—Coo L/ i. tacj. vjj. xuLio Lcaycvu v 
the bulk concentrations. These fluctuations in the ion concentrations 
in the diffuse layer arise due to a combination of electrostatic and 
chemical potentials. In a concentrated electrolyte, however, this 
diffuse layer is significantly compressed. 
The potential difference across a metal-electrolyte interface 
occurs within a distance characterized by the double "layer. 
this distance is on the order of molecular dimensions, this potential 
difference can give rise to extremely large electric fields. In addition, 
the complex structure of the double layer and the short-range inter­
actions between the constituents of the double layer gives rise to a 
complicated potential barrier at the metal-electrolyte interface. 
D. Cyclic Voltammetry 
Ao 4 m r> r •» 1 O C ^  r* r- -î /->T-» •-"»->  ^^  "t 
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to displace solvent molecules from the surface and to specifically 
adsorb onto the surface. The relative strength of the interaction 
between an adsorbate and a metal surface is often a strong function of 
the electrostatic potential difference across the metal-electrolyte 
interface. This often makes it possible to adsorb or desorb a chemical 
species simply by change the potential applied to the metal electrode 
with respect to some reference electrode. This result is the basis 
for many transient electrochemical techniques (105). 
One widely used transient technique is cyclic voltammetry. It 
involves sweeping the potential of the working electrode with respect to 
to the reference electrode and simultaneously monitoring the current 
density passing through the working electrode. Upon reaching an 
arbitrarily set upper or lower limit on the potential, the sweep direc­
tion is reversed. A simplified schematic of a potentiostatic circuit 
used in cyclic voltammetry is shown in Figure 50 (107). An imposed 
* 
potential difference causes the output of the potentiostat 
(i.e., operational amplifier) to drive an increasing amount of current 
through the counter and working electrodes. This continues until the 
potential of the working electrode (9^^-) with respect to the reference 
•k 
electrode becomes equal to 9 At this ooint, the total differential 
ret 
X 
in^ut to the octcntioGtat sees to zero. In cyclic voltammetry, - _ is 
re-L 
then scanned using a simple sweep generator circuit. 
Cyclic voltammetry can give useful information about the presence 
of an adsorbate on a working electrode surface in two ways. First, 
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can give rise to large increases in the magnitude of the current density 
at the potentials corresponding to adsorption or desorption. It should 
be poinced out chat many adsorption/desorpcion processes are irreversible 
and can only be observed the first time a particular potential region is 
scanned. 
Cyclic voltammetry can also give information about the presence of 
adsorbates that do not have a tendancy to adsorb or desorb in the 
potential region scanned. The hydrogen evolution reaction in aqueous 
electrolytes at cathodic potentials involves several steps as shown by 
Eq. (3.2). Note that the hydrogen evolution reaction involves a step 
in which atomic hydrogen is adsorbed on the surface. The presence of 
a strongly-bound adsorbate species on the metal surface could interfere 
with this step of the reaction either by blocking hydrogen atom adsorp­
tion sites or by oxidizing adsorbed hydrogen atoms. This would alter 
the overpotential (n) for the hydrogen evolution reaction on the metal 
surface. 
Strictly speaking, cyclic voltammetry is a transient technique. 
At slow scan rates, however, the potential corresponding to the onset 
of hydrogen evolution can be determined approximately from a cyclic 
voltammogram. This value of the onset should be approximately equal 
to the overpotential (n) for hydrogen evolution on a "clean" metal 
surface as determined by other methods (e.g., " = -0.300 V.__ for Cu and 
2 
" = -0.060 ror Au at 50 uA/cm ). Large discrepancies between this 
onset value and " indicate zhar specifically adsorbed species are pres­
ent on the surface and are interfering hydrogen adsorption. 
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